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Kenner homeowners to get cheaper flood insurance premiums More than 60 youngsters
Effective May 1, 2009, the city of
Kenner will be moved by the federal
government to a higher classification
in the National Flood Insurance
Program’s (NFIP) Community Rating

System. This change will allow insurance companies to sell flood insurance
to property owners at a lower rate.
In announcing the new rating, Keith
Chiro,
director
of
Kenner’s

Wait is over for sewerage mess in
Kenner’s Holly Heights as new station
runs cleaner, quieter, free of smell
Mayor Ed Muniz, District 4
Councilwoman Maria DeFrancesch
and District 3 Councilman Ben Zahn
and other city officials cut the ribbon
in mid-April 2009 at the new
$1,027,875 dollar sewerage lift station on Holly Heights Drive.
Residents in the neighborhood had
long been complaining of sewerage
smells in the area.

Holly Heights resident Aida Melera,
center, joins officials in ribbon cutting.

The day was especially pleasant for
Aida Melara, a neighborhood resident who had been asking for a new
sewerage lift (pump) station since
1996. The old one, as she learned
through the years, of inquiring about
a new station, was noisy, sometimes
lost power, and was too small to adequately deal with heavy rains that
often fell in her subdivision.
DeFrancesch said nearby residents
can tell many stories of sewage backing up in their homes and reeking
smells near the old pump facility,
especially during hot summer
months. “Now this is all gone, and
we’re thrilled,” she said.
Melara joined city officials in cutting the big red ribbon that stretched
across the new metal control box that
stuck above the ground and was surrounded by new street and sidewalk

Photo by Barry Sprague

continued on page 31

Department of Inspection and Code
Enforcement, which manages the
city’s involvement in meeting NFIP
standards, said the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), recently informed him of Kenner’s elevated
status. The action follows a five-year
cycle verification visit last year.
The NFIP provides federally backed
flood insurance that encourages communities to enact and enforce floodplain regulations. To be covered by a
flood insurance policy, a property
must be in a community that participates in the NFIP. To qualify for the
program, a community must adopt and
enforce a floodplain management
ordinance that contains certain basic
NFIP requirements.
Today there are more than 19,000
communities participating in the
NFIP.
Chiro said in 1990 the NFIP initiated the “Community Rating System”
and under the CRS there is an incentive for communities to do more than

respond to city program
offering instruction in
boxing, wrestling and
mixed martial arts
By ALLAN KATZ

More than 60 Kenner boys and girls
have responded to a city program that is
offering instruction in boxing, wrestling
and mixed martial arts.
Among those involved in offering the
program, with the enthusiastic encouragement of Mayor Ed Muniz, are Kenner

Professional Boxing & MMA
May 8 at the
Pontchartrain Center
see pages 13, 14 & 22

restaurateur Joey LaBella, former amateur and pro boxer Paul Whittaker and
long-time boxing trainer Johnny Powell.
The program is being offered temporarily at the Woodward Gymnasium,
continued on page 30
2001 34th Street, from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Monday through Friday. The program
will move to the old Wentwood
Gymnasium, now called the Wentwood
Adult Complex, 2 Furman Circle, after
ongoing repairs are completed.
Ken Marroccoli, director of parks and
recreation
for the city of Kenner, is very
see page 2
pleased by the way the program is shaping up. “We have more than 50 boys and
about 10 girls between the ages of 11 and
18 who have turned out for the prothe lake levee and the west return flood gram,” says Marroccoli. “The quality of
wall, both of which are integral parts of
continued on page 31
Kenner’s flood protection system.
Cao also took a closer look at the old
Kenner Junior High School and discussed the possibility of using federal
incentive money to house federal and
municipal agencies in the building and
preserve the old building that is now on
the National Register of Historic
Places.
City officials discussed the possibility of discharging treated effluent from
the Kenner sewerage treatment plant
directly into the Parish Line Canal as
KPRD Leisure Service
long as it meets federal environmental
protection standards.
At the April 16 meeting of the
Kenner City Council, council members

Hollywood South Studios U.S. Rep. “Joseph” Cao checks office
offers summer camp for space, lake levee and flood wall
Kenner children
U.S. Rep. Anh “Joseph” Cao, R-New
By ALLAN KATZ
Hollywood South Studios, a fullservice film production company based
in metro New Orleans, is working with
the city of Kenner to offer a summer
camp for children ages 4-13 that will
include training in acting, music and
singing, beginning June 1.
The camp offers two-week sessions
and will be based in Rivertown. Fees
begin at $140 per child per week with
discounts applied for attendance of
more than one week. Scholarships and
reduced tuition are available for children from lower-income homes. “We’re
very excited about this and feel that it
will offer a great summer experience
continued on page 30

Orleans, arrived in Kenner on April 20,
2009 to check out office space the city
will provide him and also got a quick
tour of federally-funded projects like

U.S. Rep Anh “Joseph” Cao (left) reviews
flood information with Kenner Mayor Ed
Muniz, Deputy CAO Mike Quigley and
CAO Michael Yenni at Laketown.
Photo by Barry Sprague

SUMMER CAMPS
& PROGRAMS

continued on page 30

see center pullout section
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BACK
PAIN?
Put it behind you...
If back pain is aﬀecting your life, modern solutions can help you put that pain behind you.
East Jefferson General Hospital is dedicated to providing you the
very latest surgical and non-surgical solutions to back pain.

Come attend a free event hosted by pain management specialist
Dr. Eric Lonseth and orthopedist Dr. Warren Bourgeois.

Wednesday, May 13
7 pm at the EJGH Conference Center
Call HealthFinder at 456-5000 to reserve your seat today.

East Jefferson General Hospital

HealthMatters

www.ejgh.org
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Laketown Village
26 Years
Experience

By Appointment 9 a.m. – 7 p.m. Mon. – Sat.
INFANTS TO TEENS • SPECIAL
L KIDS WELCOME
4232 Williams Blvd. Suite 102 • 464-0624

Salon Le Coiffure, LLC
Amanda’s
Hair color,
extensions,
makeup and
razor cut
Performed by

Melody Neff
Solorzano

712-3557

Amanda

Victoria A.M. Smith, M.D.
NOW
BACK
KENN IN
ER

Family Practice
Se habla español
fala-se português

Men • Women • Children
Female Care • Pap Smears
Contraception

Office Hours by Appointment
4228 Williams Blvd., Suite 203 • 496-0138 or 889-4011

Williams Boulevard between
Vintage Drive and Joe Yenni Boulevard
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From the Editor

Kenner now has its own fuel contract
By ALLAN KATZ

One of the hallmarks of Mayor
Ed
Muniz’
administration is the creative way they
manage to change procedures that have
been in place for years and use the
changes to save money for Kenner taxpayers.
A good example is the way that the
Muniz administration, with the agreement of the Kenner City Council, has
chosen to sign its own fuel contract
with a supplier rather than continue the
practice of piggy-backing on Jefferson
Parish’s fuel contract.
Chief Administrative Officer Mike
Yenni says that as far as anyone can
recall, this will be Kenner’s first standalone fuel contract that was not piggybacked on Jefferson Parish. The fuel
supplier will be Retif Oil and Fuel who
have agreed to provide unleaded gasoline and diesel fuel for city vehicles for

two years for $405,000 a year. Yenni
says the contract calls for Kenner to
pay based on a national fuel index that
is calibrated lower than prices you and
I pay at the pump.
But, more than that, Muniz loves to
bargain. So he got Retif to throw in a
stipulation that their company will provide Kenner fuel in an emergency, such
as a hurricane or some other disaster
that shuts down all normal operations.
When the winds are howling and the
streets are flooded, getting fuel for the
city’s fleet of vehicles becomes close to
impossible. But, now, Retif, who no
doubt is delighted to have Kenner as
one of its primary clients, has committed that however tough the situation,
they’ll find a way to get fuel to Kenner
in an emergency.
None of this comes as a great surprise to me. As a young reporter, I
knew Muniz back when he was getting

started in the radio station business.
The Kenner mayor started off his radio
station career with lots of enthusiasm
but very little money. So, to fund his
first radio station, he put together a
diverse group of investors. When you
talked to those investors more than 30
years ago when Muniz was just getting
started, they would enthuse about what
a great manager he was and how he
valued every nickel, dime and quarter.
Today, all these years later, as mayor of
Kenner, you can still see Muniz hustling for every nickel, dime and quarter
Under the old contract, with Kenner
as a piggy-back partner, Jefferson
Parish received any emergency fuel
deliveries but Kenner did not.
The point man for Kenner in negotiating the deal with Retif is finance
director Duke McConnnell. It’s been
interesting to see Mayor Muniz develop a strong working relationship with
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McConnell, a long-time Kenner
employee, who has seen mayors come
and mayors go. But, the two of them
have hit it off and work together like
twins who can finish each other’s sentences.
The amazing thing about watching
Muniz at this point in his life is how
much fun he seems to be having. As he
has always done throughout his career
– including his lead role in the development of the Krewe of Endymion –
Muniz has put together an excellent
team in Kenner’s City Hall. Some –
like aides Mike Yenni, Mike Quigley
and Emile Lafourcade – he brought
with him and others, like McConnell,
have become part of the mayor’s fan
club as they’ve gotten to know him.
Does all of this mean that Muniz is
ready to run for a second term? He says
he hasn’t decided. Stay tuned.
continued on page 17

Political Review

Tea parties were just the start
By JEFF CROUERE

Everyday millions
of
Americans watch
the changes instituted by Barack
Obama with stunned amazement. While
in Europe, the president bowed to the
Saudi King, apologized for this nation
and called us “arrogant.” To top it off,
he rejected the Judeo-Christian heritage
of the United States by labeling
America a “secular” nation similar to
Turkey. At the Summit of the Americas,
the president warmly embraced socialist strongman Hugo Chavez and talked
about a new relationship with the communist thugs in Cuba.
His domestic agenda is even more
radical. Several weeks ago, administration officials leaked their plan to create
a path to citizenship for the 12 million
illegal aliens in this country. Most
Americans do not want to create a “path
to citizenship” for illegal aliens, for that
is amnesty for lawbreakers. Americans
want our laws enforced and our borders
secured, but Barack Obama has other
plans.
Add immigration “reform” to the
long list of policy initiatives that will be
introduced by the Obama administration. There will be healthcare “reform,”
energy “reform” and education
“reform.” Each set of “reform” proposals will cost trillions and add to our ever
growing national debt. From the stimulus plan to the omnibus spending bill
with 9,000 earmarks to the $3.6 trillion

budget, the administration’s thirst for
radical change seems unquenchable.
Americans have seen a $700 billion
Wall Street bailout; a $275 billion housing mortgage bailout plan proposed,
radical cap and trade initiatives and
health care programs that will cost trillions. Where will we get the money to
pay for all of these programs that we
cannot afford? Of course, we will print
the money and further weaken the value
of our dollar.
By November of 2008, Americans
were tired of the Republicans and
George W. Bush, but they did not give
their approval for socialism. Generally,
Americans are conservatives who
believe in limited government. Yet, the
Obama administration’s spending
appetite is so gargantuan that we are
engaged in “generational theft” and
spending money for future generations
that have not even been born.
All of this radicalism is producing a
counter-reaction and the best way to
gauge that is the nationwide uprising of
tea parties that were held on tax day
April 15. On a day when Americans
paid their taxes to a bloated, inefficient
government, taxpayers throughout the
nation expressed their outrage by
organizing 2,000 tea parties. The protesters rallied against a government that
does not represent them, in the spirit of
the American patriots who dumped tea
in the Boston Harbor tired of “taxation
without representation.”

Locally, there were massive rallies
staged in Metairie, Covington and
Mandeville which attracted thousands
of people. Patriotic citizens gathered to
express their outrage at what is happening to our country. The USA is changing before our eyes and we don’t like
what we see.
Sadly, Barack Obama sees threats
from “right wing extremists” as more
dangerous than communist foes such as
Cuba and Venezuela. In fact, the president’s Department of Homeland
Security has targeted disgruntled veterans and right wing activists as potential
threats. It seems that there were FBI
agents among the crowds at various tea
parties across the nation. It is sickening
that our government was spying on
patriots who were exercising their First
Amendment rights to protest the policies of their government. The
Department of Homeland Security
should be concerned about our porous
borders and not spending time and
resources investigating tea party protesters.
These tea parties are a refreshing sign
that the people of this country have
been awakened. We want to let our
leaders know that we are watching them
and will make our voices heard. It is the
most encouraging sign that I have seen
in this country in many years. It means
that we have a chance to save America.
We can’t stop at the tea parties. It is
continued on page 31
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Spring is here
By ED MUNIZ, Kenner Mayor
T h e wave a magic wand for flowers
popular to bloom or trees to provide
old song shade in an instant, we ask that
A p r i l citizens be aware of the new
Showers growth and keep it safe.
tells us that the showers bring
In all, more than 400 trees
May flowers.
have been planted throughout
If you have been driving the city recently as well as sevaround town lately, you proba- eral flower gardens and shrubs.
bly have seen city crews giving The largest concentration of
nature a big supporting hand in new shrubs, flowers and trees
the way of tree plantings, were placed around City Hall
flower gardens and shrubbery.
in order to soften its look and
The green thumbs come with tie in the three main buildings
the help of the city administra- around a reworked parking
tion, the district councilmen, a configuration. As the plantings
foundation grant and a local mature, we hope the City Hall
church. We applaud the efforts campus will become as inviting
of all involved and look for- to people as the adjacent
ward to a prettier Kenner once Veterans Park, which hosts our
the vegetation begins to annual Christmas Village,
mature.
Veterans Day and Memorial
Since we cannot simply Day events.

The City Hall campus sports
12 new crape myrtle trees, 30
Indian hawthorne shrubs, 36
dwarf yaupon bushes, 36 azalea plants and 520 small Asian
jasmine plants used as ground
cover.
Two dozen new Bradford
pear trees were installed along
Airline Drive near Williams
Boulevard and eight crape myrtle trees went to Morey Street.
Veterans Boulevard, between
Williams and Loyola Drive,
received 79 Nutall oak trees, 29
Eagleston holly trees and nine
Chinese pistachio trees.
The intersection of 21st
Street and Roosevelt Boulevard
received plantings of 17 Nutall
oaks and magnolia and live oak
trees and shrubs.
Power Boulevard saw the

installation of 52 live oak trees
and seven crape myrtles.
Vintage Drive benefitted from
the planting of three live oaks,
two crape myrtles and 12 red
maples.
The entrance to Driftwood
Estates subdivision at West
Esplanade Avenue will soon
receive a treatment of 24 crape
myrtles, 24 dwarf youpon
plants, three Indian hawthorne
trees, four knockout rose bushes and a bed of six gold
Lantana flower plants.
Vintage Drive saw the addition of a dozen red maple trees,
two crape myrtles and three
live oaks.
In northwest Kenner, 23 bald
cypress trees were installed on
Joe Yenni Boulevard, while a
mix of 100 oak, magnolia and

bald cypress trees dot the confluence of Loyola, East Loyola
and West Loyola Drives.
All of these new living assets
will highlight Kenner in bright
petals of pink, red, purple, yellow and white, punctuated by
berries of red holly and more
than a dozen shades of green.
This was accomplished without
commercializing our beautification efforts. This collaborative investment in our city’s
future will hopefully be a beautiful attraction for our children
and grandchildren and reinforce what we already know –
Kenner is a great place to live,
work and play. Spring is here.★

at

Mayor Muniz can be reached
468-7240.

Kenner officials release 2009 hurricane plan
In early April 2009 the city
of Kenner published its updated emergency operations plan,
a document that now spans
more than 800 pages with
revisions required to meet
parish, state and federal guidelines.
The document is available at
the city’s website, www.kenner.la.us.
The 2009 version incorporates the basic plan, the hurricane and storm plan, the winter and ice storm plan and the
fixed facility radiological
emergency response plan.
While these plans are public,
many of the sensitive
specifics, including strategic
and operational details, charts,
layouts and projections were

not released.
“We had to weigh the public’s right-to-know with the
operational security of law
enforcement at various levels
along with the city, parish,
state and federal response
plans,”
said
Emile
Lafourcade, public information officer and emergency
plan manager for the city. “I
think we struck a perfect balance.”
The plan started as an 85page draft in 2006 when
Mayor Ed Muniz was elected.
It has now grown to include
dozens of appendices to
“dove-tail” it with the “allhazard” basic plan, and takes a
full approach to emergency
management with prevention,

1721 42nd St. Unit C
Kenner Charmer

Why rent when you can own
this spacious 2 bedroom
2 bath Condo? 1300 square
feet with 3 walk-in closets
and a balcony in the Master
Bedroom. W/D hookups.
Move in condition.
A must see at $110,500.
(DFKRI¿FHLQGHSHQGHQWO\RZQHGDQGRSHUDWHG

made to the 2009 hurricane
and storm plan are new/updated statutory provisions governing evacuations and curfews, the use of a checklist
format through the plan to
assist personnel in tracking
their assigned duties throughout the storm response, the use
of colorized charts and tags,
an expanded timeline highlighting hurricane response in
phases from 120 hours to conclusion and nine additional
storm-related forms to further
guide and assist command
post operators and scribes in
documenting essential information to use in seeking federal reimbursements.
Last month, Muniz’s emergency planning advisory

group, a body of volunteers
from nongovernment organizations, met at the Kenner
Police Headquarters to begin
comprehending the city plan.
The group has doubled since
2007, up to nearly 20, spanning representatives from the
business community, civic
organizations,
faith-based
groups and utility companies.
“One of the things we
learned from Gustav is that we
needed more faces at the table
months before the storm season so that everyone can
understand the plan, its
scheme and have some input,”
Lafourcade said. “It is too late
to have a planning meeting
when a storm is in the Gulf of
Mexico.”★

GIS mapping underway in north
Kenner neighborhoods

Denyse Haddock
504.957.3226

www.TeamDenyse.com

preparedness,
mitigation,
response and recovery.
The Kenner plan, with the
additions, brings the city into
compliance with the escalating demands placed by the
Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency’s
requirements
under
the
National
Incident
Management System and the
Incident Command System, a
federal standardized, onscene, all-hazard incident
management concept. City
officials have held several
internal meetings, including
after action reviews of the
response to Hurricanes Gustav
and Ike, to see what areas
could be improved upon.
Among the improvements
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Representatives
of
Geographic
Computer
Technologies Inc., a private
company under contract with
the city of Kenner, have begun
gathering digital data in areas
of the city between West
Esplanade Avenue and Lake
Pontchartrain which should
four to five months. The rest
of Kenner, south of West
Esplanade Avenue, will be surveyed next, which will take an
additional five to six months.
Prat Reddy, deputy CAO for
Kenner’s Public Works depart-

ment, said the new Global
Positioning System (GPS)
data will better identify residential and commercial buildings and their addresses for
inclusion
in
Kenner’s
Geographic
Information
System (GIS).
A GIS system is used to capture, store, analyze, manage
and present data linked to a
location when producing maps
and
identifying
streets,
drainage and sewerage pipes,
street signs and so on, Reddy
said.

Perhaps the most popular
use of GPS information can be
found in windshield-mounted
devices that give audio and
graphic directions to drivers
seeking specific trip destinations.
Reddy asked Kenner residents and businessmen to
assist and cooperate with representatives of Geographic
Computer Technologies Inc.
For any further information
about the mapping call the
Kenner HELP Line at 468HELP.★
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Hurricane season ‘09:
Are you prepared?
By STEVE CARAWAY, Kenner Police Chief

As residents of southeastern
Louisiana, we know that it only takes
one devastating storm to endanger
lives and cause property damage. The
2009 hurricane season begins June 1
and now is the time to make sure your
family is prepared. A successful plan
will depend on a high level of readiness and will ultimately ensure your
family’s safety.
In the days leading up to a hurricane’s potential landfall, you should
keep up with television and radio
updates as much as possible and take
action accordingly. Be sure to pick up
and secure any loose objects in and
around your yard well in advance.
Have bricks, cinder blocks or other
similar objects available in order to
raise furniture and appliances in case
of flooding. If your home is not
equipped with hurricane shutters and
you must purchase plywood boards,
install anchors for the plywood and
pre-drill holes in the plywood so that
you can install the boards quickly. It’s
a good idea to have plywood on hand
before the hurricane season starts, as
many people rush to the hardware store
at the last minute to purchase what
they need. Also, it’s a good idea to
make trees on your property more
wind-resistant by removing diseased
and damaged limbs and strategically
removing branches so wind can blow
through easily.
If you plan to evacuate with your
family, be sure to take special precautions for infants, senior citizens, disabled family members and pets. Tell
your neighbors where you are going
and exchange emergency contact numbers should you need to get in touch
with each other following a storm.
Before you depart, there are several
essential items you should bring with
you, such as flashlights, batteries, a
battery-powered radio, maps, prescription medications, a first aid kit, nonperishable foods, bottled water, clothing, sleeping bags and pillows. It is
also imperative that you take all your
important documents, such as your driver’s license, social security card,
proof of residence, insurance policies,
wills, deeds, birth and marriage certificates and tax records. Make sure to
fuel your vehicle ahead of time and
check your spare tire and roadside supplies. While in your vehicle, tune into
your local emergency broadcasts for
the latest information. Road and bridge
closings are common during a disaster
and keeping up with the latest news

will help you avoid these routes.
If you choose to stay behind during a
hurricane, always remain indoors and
never attempt to drive in such hazardous conditions. Should flooding
occur and water quickly begins to rise
in your home, do not, under any circumstances, remain inside. Sadly,
many people have retreated to their
home’s attic in an attempt to escape
flood waters, only to become trapped
here. Having a plan of where to go
should you have to vacate your home
in this situation could mean the difference between life and death.
Many of us have experienced gridlocks on Interstates during past hurricane evacuations. It’s a headache for
everyone waiting on the road and it
serves as an unpleasant reminder to
leave as early as possible. Rest assured
that your police department will do
everything possible to help alleviate
foreseeable problems should an evacuation occur. The Kenner Police
Department has local evacuation plans
and a link to the Louisiana Citizen
Awareness and Disaster Evacuation
Guide available on the KPD website at
www.kennerpd.com. You can obtain
additional information through the
Louisiana State Police at www.lsp.org
as well as the website for the governor’s Office of Homeland Security and
Emergency
Preparedness
at
www.loep.state.la.us.
Sometimes the hours after a hurricane passes are the most dangerous, so
be especially careful when preparing
to drive back. Stay where you are until
local authorities give the signal that it
is safe to return home. Inspect all
power lines near your residence and
report any lines that are loose or damaged. Do not, under any circumstances, touch a downed power line.
Creating a plan before a hurricane
poses a threat is the most important
thing you can do for your family’s
safety. Waiting to take action immediately before a hurricane strikes can
make an already stressful situation
more difficult. Review your hurricane
plan often and divide responsibilities
among family members. Discuss new
ideas and better ways of carrying them
out. By knowing exactly what to do
when disaster strikes, you and your
family will be ready.★
Chief Caraway can be reached by
email at kpd@kenner.la.us. Visit the
Kenner Police Department website at
www.kennerpd.com.

AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION, INC.
2220 Airline Drive • 466-1381
Celebrating 35 Years of Service

BOAT TOWING
TRANS FLUSH SPECIAL

$

20 OFF

Transmission Flush * Value most vehicles $168.99
Includes up to 15 qts of synthetic fluid, filter, & gasket
Most cars & trucks qualify for this offer
One discount per purchase with coupon

$

20 OFF

ANY AUTO REPAIR $100 OR MORE
One discount per purchase with coupon
A/C systems, cooling & electrical systems, computers, minor & major
engine repairs, tune-ups & brake systems, 12 month/18,000 warranty
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Playground repairs and upgrades continue, new programs are underway
By KEN MARROCCOLI, Kenner Parks and Recreation Director

We have begun
to see progress on
repairs
and
upgrades at the
city of Kenner Parks. Several construction projects are either underway or
recently completed. The Butch Duhe
playground concession stand is in the
final stages of construction and we are
looking forward to the grand opening.
This project has been a long time coming
with the plans being drawn in 2003 and
we feel that this will be a welcome addition to this growing playground. Another
project that is about to begin is the
Wentwood concession complex. This
complex was completely damaged by
Hurricane Katrina and forced to close
because the structure was unsafe. The
bids are in and contracts are being signed
so we look forward to construction
beginning this month. This facility will
replace the portable trailer and the port-olets that have been out at the facility for a
few years since the demolition of the old
facility.
A couple of other projects that are in
the works are the reroofing of Woodward
Gym and Lincoln Manor Gym. They
also suffered major damage from

Hurricane Katrina and we will be so
happy to finally stop the leaks at these
gymnasiums. Several other gyms have
already had their roofs replaced, including Muss Bertolino, Galatas and Butch
Duhe. This is a big step as it allows us to
do some planned upgrades inside of these
facilities that will be a tremendous
improvement to benefit all of our children. Other items that have been completed are new air conditioning units at
several gyms throughout the city including Muss Bertolino playground; new
green vinyl coated fencing at all of the
parks in District 3; and tennis court
upgrades with new fencing, nets, windscreen and painting at some of them. We
have several other areas that we are
focusing on to upgrade in the very near
future, which is new lighting at all of the
ballparks and upgraded restroom facilities. With all that said, we are not content
with the amount of progress that has been
done to date and are always looking to
get other projects underway and accomplished.
We have had numerous meetings with
FEMA over the past few years and we
are beginning to see the benefits of our
efforts. We have revisited with FEMA the

amount of funds allocated to the playgrounds immediately after Hurricane
Katrina and have voiced our concerns
and provided written and photographic
documentation of the true extent of the
damage. FEMA has been extremely
helpful to us and has gone out of its way
to assist us in correcting the deficiencies.
We are in the process of receiving new
project worksheets for the parks and look
forward to continued improvements in
the near future with the remainder of
these projects. I want to extend my
thanks to the FEMA and state representatives for all their hard work, with a special thanks to city legal advisor Mike
Gaffney, as all have helped us to work
through recovery.
Baseball and softball seasons are upon
us and we are continuing to see the number of participants increase over the past
few years. We are currently reaching preKatrina levels with participation and we
hope to see this trend continue. We feel
that this is a great opportunity to have
your child come out to the parks and join
in the fun with other children their age.
Participating in sports is a great way to
build lasting friendships, build self confidence in your child, let them learn the
benefits of team work and see all of their
efforts and hard work pay off. I want to
praise all of the volunteer parents and
coaches for their time and efforts that
they put forth in coaching the youth in
our community. Their selfless attitude,
attention to detail and their overall compassion for the human spirit are very
much appreciated by our department and
we could not operate without them.
These volunteers are truly the backbone
of this community and our recreation
department.
We have a wide variety of new programs going on at the Kenner Parks and
Recreation Department. We have exciting classes being offered through our
Leisure Services Program. In the center
pullout section of this issue of the Kenner

Star you will find a pull-out brochure that
will give you details on all of our upcoming classes and programs that are being
offered for the summer. We have a wide
range of activities for people of all interest levels and ages from ceramics to gardening classes to art classes. We are also
holding registration this month for our
summer camp. The children who attend
our summer camps have an enormous
amount of fun and have the opportunity
to take field trips that are both educational and enjoyable. For more information
about any of our Leisure Services
Classes please call 468-7268.
We are now signing people up for new
sports, boxing, wrestling and mixed martial arts within the Kenner Recreation
Program. These city programs are not
really new as they have been on hiatus
over the past several years. Kenner has
always had a very storied history with
boxing so we felt that it was time to bring
back a sport that helps fit the bill for individual accomplishment and helps train
the body and mind to overcome adversity. These sports are being offered to children ages 13 and older. Participating is a
great way to become involved and may
be an outlet for some to keep from straying down the wrong path as these sports
teach discipline, self confidence and self
control. We feel that this will be a great
addition to the Kenner Recreation family.
For more information on the boxing program please call Joey LaBella at 4167681.
If you would like information about
anything that is offered at the Kenner
Parks and Recreation Department please
call 468-7211.
Please remember that if you are driving
by playgrounds to treat the area like a
school zone and slow down to make sure
that the children stay safe.★
Ken Marroccoli can be reached at
468-7211 or by email at recreation.kenner.la.us.

Community
★
American Cancer Society hosts “Look
Good, Feel Better” session on May 6
In conjunction with the Relay For Life
of New Orleans a special “Look
Good…Feel Better” session will be held
on May 6 from 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at
the American Cancer Society’s Volunteer
Center located at 2605 River Road in
New Orleans, 70121.
This free program is for recently diagnosed female cancer patients and is led
by volunteer beauty professionals who
use their experience to offer practical tips

and techniques for makeup, skin care,
nail care, as well as ways to deal with hair
loss such as with wigs, turbans, and
scarves. Each woman attending will
receive a free kit of skincare and cosmetic products. Local Kenner Hair Styles
Unlimited salon owner Nancy Hihar will
be participating in the session.
For more information or to RSVP call
the American Cancer Society at 8334024 or 1-800-ACS-2345.★
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Put these men to work!

Five ways to create curb appeal
By LINDA R. MARTIN

A sale can be made or lost as
a direct result of your home’s
curb appeal. When it comes to
selling your home, the first
impression is probably the most important impression.
If the outside of the property doesn’t create interest or
appear well-maintained, a buyer may choose to not
even come inside the home. Here are five ways to create curb appeal.
Paint and polish. A fresh coat of paint breathes new
life into a tired-looking home. If your home looks dull
or suffers from peeling, cracked or chipped surfaces, a
paint job is a great investment. Polish the doorknocker and mail slot on the front door, as well as any light
fixtures by the entry. Re-condition your deck.
Consider renting a power washer to clean dirt and
mildew from the wood and then apply an all-weather
sealer or stain.
Manicure the grounds. Mow and edge the grass
and trim the trees and bushes. Also, clear away dead
leaves and flowers and mulch and weed the beds.
Check to see that tree branches are not touching the
home’s roof or outer walls. Add some color to your
landscape by planting annuals and placing planters of
flowers in strategic spots. You can even spruce up the
property by hanging flowering baskets. Add flowering
plants in the back yard, too.
Make needed repairs. See if anything is unhinged,
loose or just an eyesore. Fix everything including bro-

ken fencing, windows and screens. Make sure winter’s
cold weather didn’t leave any gutters sagging or loose.
Replace any missing shingles from the roof. Try the
doorbell. Check stairs and railings. Test doors for
squeaks and rusted hinges. Don’t forget to take a critical look at the property at night. Make sure the lights
work and replace dim and burned-out bulbs.
Unclutter. Tidy up the deck, patio and back yard.
Rearrange the outdoor furniture to look inviting. Put
away gardening tools and toys. Clean up the barbecue
area. Eliminate any “evidence” of pets and restrict
them to the back yard when showing the home. Move
extra vehicles from the view of passersby.
Clean. Clean the windows, inside and out, wash
down the walks and driveway, and hose down the siding. Clean outdoor furniture and cushions. Check for
oil spots on cement surfaces, especially the garage
floor.
The old saying about making a good first impression
couldn’t be truer than when you are selling your home.
Even the smallest enhancements can make a big difference in creating love at first sight for buyers.★
Linda R. Martin can be reached at 443-6464.
Prudential Gardner Realtors is an independently
owned and operated member of Prudential Real
Estate Affiliates, Inc., a Prudential Financial company. Visit the Prudential website at www.prudentialgardner.com.

Health
★
EJGH Pastoral Care Department
recommended for accreditation
By KEITH M. DARCEY

East Jefferson General
Hospital is proud to
announce that its pastoral care department has
passed the investigative stages of becoming an
accredited center with the Association for Clinical
Pastoral Education, Inc. (ACPE). ACPE regional
surveyors were on the EJGH campus recently to
review our Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE)
program and pastoral care department. The result
was high marks and the recommendation by the
surveyors is to grant full accreditation so that
EJGH can offer a first year residency program.
“We are thrilled and very proud of the surveyor’s feedback and forthcoming recommendation,” says JoAnn Garma, EJGH Director of
Pastoral Care. “One of the positive impressions
expressed by the surveyors is the level of integration of chaplains with the rest of the medical professionals. Both patients and hospital staff readily
call on chaplains. We are recognized as an important part of the team here, and we are entrusted
with the spiritual care of those who call upon us.”
ACPE is “a multicultural, multi-faith organization devoted to providing education and improving the quality of ministry and pastoral care
offered by spiritual caregivers of all faiths that is
based on process learning; learning by doing with
supervision.” ACPE as an organization was established in 1967 and is recognized by the United
States Department of Education.
Our pastoral care department consists of seven
CPE resident chaplains, a chaplain dedicated to
oncology/palliative care patients, a Roman
Catholic priest chaplain and staff assistant. All are
dedicated to comforting our patients when called
upon. Chaplains are assigned to areas of the hos-

pital where they visit with patients and meet with
staff. A big part of what chaplains do is to listen to
the stories that are told to them, to hear the feelings being expressed in the stories heard and to
provide compassion and hope.
“A significant part of the CPE students’learning
here at EJGH is to embrace their own personal
story and to understand the strengths and limitations that they bring with them into the hospital
room. In doing so, they are better able to hear the
patient’s story. Sacred connections are made in
and through the pastoral relationships established
and the stories shared. It is in that experience and
pastoral relationship that ministry occurs,” says
Garma. “All of the current CPE residents at EJGH
have earned a master of divinity, or its equivalent,
from a theological seminary and have been recommended to participate in the CPE program.”
When the CPE residents complete the twelve
month program they are eligible to apply for
board certification as a chaplain with their respective certifying organizations such as APC
(Association of Professional Chaplains) or
NACC (National Association of Catholic
Chaplains).★
Keith M. Darcey is a communications specialist with East Jefferson General Hospital located
at 4200 Houma Boulevard in Metairie. Darcey
can be reached at 889-7110 or at
kdarcey@ejgh.org. East Jefferson General
Hospital, Louisiana’s first Nurse Magnet hospital,
is a publicly owned, not-for-profit community
hospital, providing care to the residents of the
East Bank of Jefferson Parish and surrounding
communities.

GAVIN FENCE
Wood and chain link
Pat Gavin 220-1310

SABELLA’S
PLUMBING
SMALL JOBS
Repairs • Drain Cleaning
Hot Water Heaters
•

Residential Repairs
Servicing Metairie & Kenner

818-0007
Sammy Sabella
Licensed Master Plumber

Owner/Operated
Over 25 Years

Ochsner Home Health
Was recently rated in the top 25% of home health agencies
nationally for excellence in quality patient care.
Is also ranked number 1 in the state and number 13
in the country for their re-hospitalization rates.
Is accredited by The Joint Commission.
Has recently moved to the Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner
building and provides nurses, physical, occupational
and speechtherapists as well as social workers
and aides covering a 50 mile radius.
Is bringing Ochsner’s Excellence HOME.
200 West Esplanade Avenue
Suite 601
Kenner, LA 70065
842-5585

COMPLETE
PEST & TERMITE CONTROL

4400 Wabash Street, Metairie, LA 70001
(504) 888-4941
Fax (504) 888-8120
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Community

20th annual “Back to the Beach” festival to be held in Laketown again
The “Back to the Beach” festival,
celebrating its 20th year, will be held
on Friday, May 29 from 6:00 p.m. to
11:00 p.m., Saturday, May 30 from
3:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. and on Sunday,
May 31 from 10:00 a.m. until 9:00 p.m.
The festival will again be held on Lake
Pontchartrain in Laketown in Kenner.
The function is the Lake Pontchartrain
Basin Foundation’s primary fundraiser
and offers New Orleans bands, arts and
crafts and various types of food and
drink. Admission is $10 for adults, $8
for students with identification card
and $4 for children under 12. Free
parking is available in the
Pontchartrain Center and shuttle service will be provided by the Treasure

Chest Casino. Festival goers are
encouraged to bring lawn chairs. Tents,
coolers and pets are not allowed.
On Friday, May 29, the fifth annual
“Back to the Beach” walk/run will take
place with the support of New Orleans
Track Club. The sunset ½ mile and two
mile run/walk begins at 7:00 p.m.
Participants receive entrance into the
festival and refreshments. Registration
is $20 for adults and $15 for youth by
May 23 and $25 for adults and $20 for
youth after May 23 thru the day of race.
To register call NOTC at 467-8626 or
visit www.runNOTC.org.
On Saturday, May 30, the first annual “Bikes at the Beach” will occur.
Admission for bikers will be $15 per

bike which includes on-grounds parking. The first 200 participants will also
receive a free shirt.
On Sunday, May 31 the seventh
annual “Back to the Beach” car show
will start with registration at 8:00 a.m.
until noon. The show features street
rods, custom cars, racecars, bikes, junior dragsters, bicycles and antiques.
Pre-registration is encouraged and the
fee is $25 per car until May 26 and $30
on the day of the show. For information, call Walter or Pam Larter at 4528618.
Local entertainment at the festival
includes Burnside Flashers, Rockin’
Dopsie, Jr. and The Zydeco Twisters,
Bucktown All-Stars, The Mixed Nuts,

Rebirth Brass Band, The Blue
Meanies, Contraflow, Weathered, The
Boogie Men, Bobby Cure and the
Summertime Blues, Wiseguys, News
Flash...The Huey Lewis Experience
and The Top Cats.
The Lake Pontchartrain Basin
Foundation is a private, nonprofit,
membership-based organization dedicated to preserving and restoring the
entire Pontchartrain Basin for this and
future generations. All proceeds from
the “Back to the Beach” festival are
used to continue the foundation's
efforts to restore the Pontchartrain
Basin.
For more information call 836-SAVE
or visit www.saveourlake.org.★

Kenner Food Bank raises $2,300 toward cost of new freezer, still needs $1,245
By ALLAN KATZ
The Kenner Food Bank has raised
$2,300 toward the cost of a new commercial freezer that will enable it to provide
needy Kenner residents a wider variety of
foods. Still to be raised is $1,245.
Mary-Sharon Howland, director of
community services for the city of
Kenner, said the freezer has been ordered
and is on the way. However, the total cost
is $3,545, she said, which means that the
food bank is still trying to raise $1,245.

“I want to express our gratitude to all
the people who have given toward the
purchase of the commercial freezer for
the food bank,” said Howland. “The
response has been incredibly generous,
especially considering that all of us are
struggling in this recession. But we still
have a ways to go before we can pay for
the freezer. We’re still hoping for additional donations.”
The food bank needs the commercial
freezer so that it can offer frozen and
refrigerated products that are available

for distribution to those who are in need.
“The need continues to grow,” said
Howland. “We continue to see new faces
every week at the food bank. Families
need help because the bread-winners
have lost jobs. We are also seeing more
senior citizens whose fixed incomes are
being squeezed by rising prices that make
them choose between paying their utilities or shopping for groceries. This is a
real crisis. The acquisition of the commercial freezer won’t end the crisis but it
will help the food bank avail itself of all

the frozen and refrigerated products that
are available to it so more hungry families can be fed.”
Howland said anyone wishing to make
a donation toward the purchase of a freezer should mail or bring their gift to the
Community Services Office, 624
Williams Boulevard, Kenner, La. 70062.
Checks should be made payable to the
city of Kenner. She asks donors to
include a note indicating they want their
donation to go toward the freezer purchase.★

KPD launches “Click It or Ticket” campaign to help save lives
During 2007, more than 14,000 people in passenger vehicles died in
crashes while unbelted. About half of
these lives could have been saved if

they had been wearing seat belts at the
time of the crash. As sad as this statistic is, the numbers are even worse at
night than during the day, according to

new figures released by the National
Highway
Traffic
Safety
Administration.
Nationwide in 2007, 14,464 passenger vehicle occupants died in highway
crashes during evening and night-time
hours, 6:00 p.m. to 5:59 a.m. Of those,
63 percent (8,319) were not wearing
their seat belts. By contrast, during
daylight hours, 45 percent (5,917) of
those killed were not wearing seat
belts.
In Louisiana, 882 vehicle occupants
died in traffic crashes during 2007,
and of those, 65 percent were not
wearing seat belts.
That’s why the Kenner Police
Department is joining state and local
law enforcement agencies and highway safety groups in supporting an
aggressive national “Click It or
Ticket” seat belt enforcement campaign from May 18 through May 31.
Police will be ticketing unbelted vehicle occupants around the clock.
Seat belts are the single most effective piece of safety equipment in a
vehicle, yet NHTSA observational
studies show that nearly one out of

five Americans still fails to wear a seat
belt when driving or riding in a motor
vehicle. When worn correctly, seat
belts have been proven to reduce the
risk of fatal injury to front-seat passenger car occupants by 45 percent
and by 60 percent in pickup trucks,
SUVs and minivans.
“Seat belts clearly save lives,” said
Kenner Police Chief Steve Caraway.
“Unfortunately, too many people still
need a tough reminder, so we are
going to be out in full force day and
night buckling down on those who are
not buckled up.”
Stepped-up law enforcement activities will be conducted during the 2009
“Click It or Ticket” mobilization period from May 18 through 31. The
mobilization effort is being supported
by an $8 million national paid advertising campaign, which, along with
additional state advertising, will
encourage every driver and passenger
to buckle up, especially at night.
For
more
information
visit
www.nhtsa.gov or the Kenner Police
Department’s website at www.kennerpd.com.★
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Outpatient Diagnostic Imaging In Kenner

The Ochsner Kenner Diagnostic and Therapy Center Offers
Quality Outpatient Diagnostic Imaging Close To Home.
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© 2009 Ochsner Health System (ochsner.org) is a non-proﬁt, academic, multi-specialty, healthcare delivery system dedicated to patient care, research and education.
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Law

What is a special needs trust and who needs one?
By JAMES L. MELCHERS
A special needs which is created by a parent or loved
person is an indi- one to shelter assets that the disabled
vidual of any age child will inherit. The trust is created
who is permanently physically or men- and embodied within the will of the
tally disabled. A special needs trust is a parent or loved one and the trust takes
trust allowed by the government to receipt of the assets from the parents
insulate certain funds from considera- upon their death. Likewise the parent
tion as a resource to a disabled person can create an irrevocable inter vivos
who is applying for governmental trust (during his life) which can take
assistance programs. This trust shelters receipt of assets from grandparents,
assets of a disabled person so they can other relatives and loved ones.
qualify or maintain their SSI and
An example of the need for the third
Medicaid. The assets in the trust are party special needs trust is Joey, an
used to improve the quality of life and autistic child, who inherited money
care for the special needs person, such from his grandparents outright. They
as providing the disabled person with had a will, however it did not leave the
more sophisticated medical, rehabilita- inheritance to a special needs trust, but
tive or educational aids.
directly to the special needs grandson.
For example, perhaps Angela needs a Even though the amount inherited was
highly specialized wheel chair and rather modest, it exceeded what is
Medicaid only pays for a basic wheel- allowed by the government, so Tommy
chair. The money in the trust could be lost his government assistance benefits.
used to upgrade the wheelchair to the It didn’t take long for his inheritance to
one Angela really needs to function at be used up, and then Tommy’s parents
her best. Even with severe physical dis- had to reapply and get Tommy re-qualabilities, Angela may be mentally fine ified for government programs. A
and able to learn. The money in the worse scenario would be for Tommy to
trust can be used for her education.
inherit outright from his parents and
How are these trusts established and not have an advocate to help him reapfunded? The most common type of spe- ply for his benefits once his inheritance
cial needs trust is the “third party trust” had been depleted.

GENERAL CONTRACTOR
Sheetrock • Cabinets • Granite
Trim • Carpentry
Wood Flooring • Ceramic Tile
No job too big, no job too small!
Locally Owned Family Business
Licensed & Insured

SES ENTERPRISES, LLC 259-2493
www.sesenterprisesllc.com

Attention Business Owners
Be An Achiever!

• Generate Solid Leads • Learn Leadership Skills
• Be A Confident Public Speaker • Improve Profitability
The Executive Achievers Association meets bi-weekly for breakfast

Thursday, May 14 and 28 at 7:00 a.m. at Messina’s Catering, 2717 Williams Blvd.
THE EXECUTIVE ACHIEVERS ASSOCIATION
Call Randy Lovitt at 504-836-7136 for more information on becoming a member.

Here’s a note of caution. It is important to know that a child cannot
renounce an inheritance in order to
keep the governmental assistance programs. Therefore, in creating the third
party trust, if the parents do not establish the special needs trust, it is too late
after their death.
What happens to the third party special needs trust at the death of the disabled person? The principal beneficiary, a non-disabled person, often a sibling, will receive what is left in the trust
and the trust is dissolved.
Another kind of special needs trust is
the self created supplemental needs
trust. The self created supplemental
needs trust is a trust created to take
receipt of the assets of the disabled person, such as money from the settlement
of a personal injury case. At the death
of the disabled child the assets remaining in this trust must be used to reimburse the governmental agencies that
provided services. The trust, itself,
should provide for such reimbursement.
An example of the need for the self
created supplemental needs trust is the
case of Jerome, who was severely
injured in a playground accident and
will receive a settlement for his injuries
during his lifetime. This child was
playing on a public playground still
under construction and not secured in
order to keep children out. Jerome fell
from the equipment and was severely
injured. He is in a persistent vegetative
state with no hope of recovery so this
second type of trust is perfect to ensure
the continued care of Jerome. It should

★

be noted that Jerome could have been
injured in any other type of accident
and would have been able to put the
settlement money into a special needs
trust.
The consequences of not having a
special needs trust in both instances are
that the person has a period of time
without support while reapplying for
assistance and once the assets are all
gone he will have only the support
granted by the governmental programs.
In conclusion, it is important to
understand that in order to maintain or
apply for governmental assistance programs, inherited money or money from
a personal injury case must not go to
the special needs person in his name.
The money must go directly into the
name of the trust. Likewise, beneficiary forms for life insurance, retirement
accounts and the like must read “to the
trustee of the trust for the benefit of
Johnny Brown.”
Because the future cannot be predicted, it is important to review beneficiary
forms yearly to make sure they read
exactly as needed to have the money
distributed properly.★
James L. Melchers is the senior
attorney at Melchers Law Firm, located at 909 West Esplanade Avenue in
Kenner and the firm’s primary areas of
practice are estate planning, wills,
trusts, successions, corporate law, and
personal injury. Melchers can be
reached at 467-1092 or visit the website at www.melcherslawfirm.com.
Melchers Law Firm is now open one
Saturday morning each month.

Fitness

Free week of exercise offered by
Jazzercise in Kenner
Since 1983, May has been observed as
“National Physical Fitness and Sports”
month.” Jazzercise, the world’s leading
dance fitness program, promotes the
value of physical activity in the pursuit
of happier, healthier, more productive
lives all year long. In honor of “National
Physical Fitness and Sports” month during May, the Kenner Jazzercise Center
is offering a free week to non-exercisers
so that they can learn to incorporate
exercise into their daily lives. The free
pass will be good for a week any time
during the month of May.
“Jazzercise is committed to helping
people understand the value and importance of health and fitness,” says center

owner, Yvette Dussouy. “A 60-minute
Jazzercise class offers a fun and effective total body workout including aerobic conditioning, resistance training,
core-stability movements and stretching. Benefits include increased cardiovascular endurance, strength and flexibility, as well as an overall ‘feel good’
factor. We are excited about celebrating
“National Physical Fitness and Sports”
month by giving non-exercisers a free
week.”
Call 464-4600 or visit www.jazzercise.com to get more information about
the schedule and types of classes offered
by Jazzercise which are offered at all
times of the day.★
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Boxing and mixed martial arts matches
highlight May card in Kenner
By ALLAN KATZ
Promoter Les Bonano is bringing an
eight-fight card to the Pontchartrain
Center at 7:30 p.m. on May 8 that
includes four boxing matches and four
mixed martial arts matches.
Bonano, who has trained and managed
championship boxers since the 1970s,
says mixed martial arts fights are sweeping the country and drawing great ratings
on television.
“Old-timers love the classic boxing
match but younger fight enthusiasts think
the mixed martial arts fights are more
exciting, action-filled and dramatic,”
says Bonano. “We’re going to bring both
forms to Kenner, at the urging of Mayor
Ed Muniz, who is a big sports fan, and
thinks the Pontchartrain Center could
become the hottest site in the region for
the presentation of both boxing and
mixed martial arts.”
Two of the MMA fights will feature
professionals and two will feature amateurs. In the main boxing event, lightheavyweight Ronald Weaver will take on
Alphonso Lopez of Cut and Shoot,
Texas. Other featured fighters include
Mason Menard and Jarrad LeBlanc, both
of Lafayette. Bonano is also high on a
Baton Rouge fighter named Ricky
Kinney who will be fighting Miguel
Alfaro of Tupelo, Mississippi in a junior
welterweight bout.

Pricing for the May 8 card starts at $20
and goes to $60. The first two rows ringside, which sell for $100 each, have
already been sold out, said Bonano.
Among the backers of the return of
fighting to the Pontchartrain Center are
Weldon and Brother Frommeyer, George
Chin and Steve Pardo.
“The Pontchartrain Center is a great
place to watch fights and we expect a
big, enthusiastic crowd,” said Bonano.
“The place seats 2,300 but expands to
4,000 and we anticipate pretty close to a
sell-out. If this goes over well, we’ll
bring four or five fight cards to the
Pontchartrain Center each year.”
Bonano is also assisting a new boxingwrestling-mixed martial arts program
being offered young people by the
Kenner Recreation Department.
“Mayor Muniz would love to see us
bring back amateur boxing to metro New
Orleans,” said Bonano. “There was a
time when this region had one of the
nation’s best amateur boxing programs.
We’ve got great teachers, like former pro
and amateur champ Paul Whittaker and
veteran boxing trainer Johnny Powell,
helping the kids at the KRD. If our concept gets some traction, you’ll see some
great amateur fighters coming out of the
Kenner program.”
Tickets are on sale at all Ticketmaster
locations or on the website at
www.brawlininnawlins.com.★

OPENING SPECIAL!
May 1-May 8, 2009
FREE
gifts to first
100
customers

$

2

99

Walk-Ins
Welcome

Haircut

Upscale Salon Locally Owned
Haircuts
ADULTS
CHILDREN

$

1299

$ 95

9

We happily honor all competitor coupons plus 5% cash rebate!
(Does not apply to opening special in May)

• Men, Women
& Children
• Cuts
• Color
• Perms
• 02 and
Aromatherapy
Jon Paul Baudot, President & Jeanne Vogel, Manager

• Fleur De Lis
Jewelry & Gifts

FamilyCuts of Kenner
3600 Williams Blvd. Suite 8 • 469-2122

I obtained a bachelor’s of science in business management from Loyola University in New Orleans and a law degree from Loyola Law School also receiving a certificate of common law
and a certificate of international law. I was published in the Loyola Law Review regarding domestic violence and was a guest speaker at the symposium against domestic violence. I was one
of four chosen to represent Loyola at the national trial competition and won the 2001 Association of Trial Attorney’s Board of Advocates In-House Trial Competition.
I am the proud owner of Bohannan & Associates,LLC, a law firm in Kenner which primarily practices family law, estate planning, personal injury law and handles social security claims. I
take pride in helping families through tragic periods in their lives, reminding them to keep the most important thing in the forefront – the children.
I am a member of the Louisiana Bar Association, New Orleans Bar Association, Association of Trial Attorneys, Louisiana Trial Attorneys, American Bar Association, Jefferson Bar, Bourbon
Street Alliance, Kenner Professional Business Association, Jefferson Chamber and Better Business Bureau. I serve as the third-vice president of the River Region Republican Women in Kenner,
am on the board for the Metropolitan Center for Women and Children and the Kenner Professional Business Association and am a founding board member of Project Graduation. I am a former
board member of/and the Jefferson Young Leaders 2003 scholarship recipient for the Leadership Jefferson Program, graduating in June 2004. I have been recognized by the YWCA for work
on the YWCA’s Battered Women’s Program’s Courtroom Advocate Project, a founding member of the National Campaign for Tolerance and have been recognized by the Kenner’s Council as
the KPBA’s member of the month in May 2005.
I am the wife of Bradley Bohannan, Sr., who is the owner of Kenner’s Tavern on Vets and the co-owner of the Bourbon Street Music Company. I am the mother of Bradley “Deuce” Bohannan,
II and his baby brother Bryce Bohannan. As well as owning three businesses in Kenner, I reside with my family in Kenner and am dedicated to the city’s continued improvement.

Arita M. L. Bohanna
Attorney at Law

“Hard Working People Deserve a Hard Working Attorney”
FAMILY LAW
Adoptions, Divorce, Custody, Spousal and Child Support, Community Property

ESTATE PLANNING
Wills & Successions

PERSONAL INJURY & SOCIAL SECURITY CLAIMS
A PROFESSIONAL LAW CORPORTAION
1201 Williams Blvd. Kenner, La 70062
468.1100 Phone
www.nolalawyer.com
I received a bachelor of arts in English from LSU in 2002, graduated from Loyola Law School in 2005 and was admitted to practice law that
year. I She received certificates in civil and international law.
Prior to attending law school, I worked for the Honorable Kirk R. Granier of the 29th Judicial District Court and was his law clerk after law
school. I began my career with Bohannan & Associates in 2003 as an associate attorney.
I am currently a member of the Louisiana State Bar Association and have served as vice-chairman of the 29th Judicial District Indigent Defender
Board.
I serve on the board and am the second-vice president of the River Region Republican Women in Kenner.
Family law, wills and estates, and personal injury are my primary focus of law.
I am married to Kade Rogers, a teacher and head baseball coach at Hahnville High School and am the mother of a baby girl, Ashlyn Rogers.

Lauren Rogers
Attorney at Law
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Rogers, Bohannan &
Paralegal Jacqueline Williams
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25

Stimulus
Check
Present this stimulus check
and receive $25 towards any
tire & wheel purchase, service,
maintenance or repair purchase
of $100 or more.

Offer expires May 31, 2009. With this coupon only. Please present coupon with order.
May not be combined with any other offer or discount. One coupon per visit. Not redeemable for cash.

Tires • Alignments • Balancing • Oil Changes
Shocks • Air Conditioner Work • Struts
Brake Service • Batteries • Belts • Hoses
Tune-Ups CV Joints • Fuel Injection Cleaning

4200 Williams Blvd.

465-1312
7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday - Friday
www.scottystireauto.com

SUMMER DANCE REGISTER NOW!
June 1st – June 26th
9:00 AM to 3:00 PM
Ages 3 to 12
• Youth Fitness • Cheerleading
• Tumbling • Arts/Crafts
• Outdoor Play • Hip Hop
• Jazz • Twirling and more…..

Attention Adults & Teens:

Zumba Fitness
is here!
2401 Veterans Memorial Blvd.
Kenner, LA 70062 • (504) 466-5856

Visit our website for class schedule.

www.cdadance.com

Investing
★
Municipal bonds may be
good for your portfolio
By JOHN PREVOST

If your investment portfolio
consists of only equities, you may
want to diversify. Stocks and other
equity securities are an important
part of your investment mix, but
you may also want to consider
some fixed income investments like
municipal bonds. These will not
only provide you with federal and,
in many cases, state-tax-free
income, but they may also provide
you with the satisfaction of supporting valuable projects or services in your state or community. Keep
in mind, municipal bonds may be
subject to the alternative minimum
tax.
When you purchase a new-issue
municipal bond, you actually make
a loan to the issuer, which may be a
city, township or school district, for
example. These entities use the
funds raised from the sale of bonds
to finance new streets, water and
sewage systems, hospitals, parks,
and many other improvement projects. In return for the use of your
money, the issuer promises to pay
you not only the principal amount
back when the bond matures, but
also a set interest rate, or coupon,
during the term of the bond.
For many investors, the most
favorable aspect of municipal
bonds deals with the federal-taxfree income they offer. Investments
must offer a substantially higher
rate of return to be able to match
the after-tax return available on a
municipal bond. For example, if
you are an investor in the 33 percent income tax bracket, you would
have to find a taxable bond paying
7.46 percent to achieve the same
after-tax return as what you would
get from a municipal bond yielding
5 percent.
High-quality municipal bonds
also provide a range of interest
rates at various maturities, to help
you plan for short-term or longterm income needs. To illustrate, if
municipal bonds priced near par
value were providing coupon rates
ranging from two percent to as
much as five percent, you would
receive from $20 to $50 per year
federally tax free for each $1,000
principal bond you own. Depending
on which bonds you choose, you
can plan for income now and in the
future as municipal bonds are
issued with various maturities ranging from one to 30 years.
It is also important to note that
municipal bonds typically have
very low default rates. According to
the Bond Market Association, less
than one percent of municipal bond
issues sold since 1940 have gone

into either technical or actual
default. However, past performance
does not guarantee future results.
Municipal bonds are also usually
issued with a credit enhancement,
such as bond insurance or a bank
letter of credit, which helps provide
a stronger assurance of timely payments.
Some important points to remember: Yields and market values will
fluctuate if the bonds are sold
before maturity. Bonds are subject
to market risk and, if sold prior to
maturity, may be worth more or less
than their original cost. Investors
should keep in mind that as interest
rates rise, existing bond prices of
already outstanding fixed income
securities tend to fall. Long-term
bonds are generally more exposed
to interest rate risk than short-term
bonds.
Now that you are considering
greater diversification within your
portfolio with some fixed income
investments, it is also important to
realize that you can find a lot of
diversification just among municipal bonds themselves. This is
because they are a major means of
financing growth and expansion in
a wide variety of communities and
are issued in all parts of the United
States. This provides you with a
large selection of bonds from which
to choose. In addition to geographic diversity, you will find an array
of maturities, prices, coupon rates
and other features that may be a
good fit for your future needs.
Working with your financial advisor, you can determine whether
municipal bonds make sense for
you when considering your tax situation, objectives and tolerance for
risk. Your financial consultant can
help you choose bonds that are not
only a good fit, but may also give
you the opportunity to support projects within your community.★
John Prevost is a financial advisor and first vice president of
investments
with
Wachovia
Securities, LLC. This column was
written by Wachovia Securities and
provided courtesy of John Prevost
whose office is located at 111
Veterans Boulevard, Suite 1800, in
Metairie. Prevost can be reached at
834-2663. Wachovia Securities,
LLC, Member SIPC, is a registered
broker-dealer and a separate nonbank affiliate of Wells Fargo and
Company. Wachovia Securities is
not a legal or tax advisor.
Investments in securities and insurance products are not FDICinsured, not bank guaranteed and
may lose value.
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Councilman Zahn thinks best bet to start
Laketown development may be dog park
By ALLAN KATZ
Kenner District 3 Councilman Ben
Zahn says he hopes consultants who
have received a $43,000 fee from the
city will seriously consider a proposed dog park as the first major
project for the Laketown development on the shores of Lake
Pontchartrain.
First proposed in the 1990s,
Laketown has been slow to take
shape. Now, the administration of
Mayor Ed Muniz and the Kenner City
Council have given a $43,000 study
to a joint venture by JJG and BKI,
two planning firms, to come up with a
specific plan to get Laketown going.
JJG and BKI will consider a dog
park, a children’s spray park, an
amphitheater and parking lots.
Councilman Zahn, whose district
includes Laketown, says if it were up
to him, he would pick the dog park as
the first project. But, he says, whatever choice the consultants make, he’ll
read their study looking for specific
recommendations.
“If it’s to be a dog park, don’t just
tell us to build a dog park,” says

Zahn. “How do we separate the big
dogs from the little dogs? How many
tracks will we need for the dogs and
their owners? What size? What about
liability? How does the city protect
itself if a big dog bites a little dog or
a dog owner? For us to get our
$43,000 worth, these consultants
need to be very specific and detailoriented in laying out their plan.”
Councilman Zahn said the consultants also need to consider what kind
of infrastructure improvements will
be essential, whether their choice for
a first project is a dog park, a children’s spray park, an amphitheater or
additional parking.
“Everyone presumably understands
that we are in the midst of a recession,” said Zahn. “So the city of
Kenner is going to have minimal
funds to undertake this project, whatever it may be. If they don’t choose
the dog park, so be it. I won’t be
heartbroken. But whatever the consultants recommend, they’d better dot
every i and cross every t. We want
every detail of their recommendation
covered. We certainly do not want to
have to do a study of the study.”★

%
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Off any regular
priced service

(Must be a new service for
the client & only one coupon
per person please)
SERVICES include relaxation
& rejuvenation body massage,
firming anti-aging skin care,
nails, facials, body waxing,
massage therapy,
hair replacement
& complete hair care.
Call today!

Hair S tylesUnlimited

3635 Florida Ave. 464-5949 • Open Monday - Saturday
www.hairstylesunlimitedinc.com Thinning hair experts since 1977

THANK YOU! BEST FISH FRY EVER!

St. Jerome
Knights of Columbus
Seafood Fry
May 29, June 19, July 17, Aug. 14,
Sept. 18, Oct. 30, Nov. 20 • 11am-8pm
Fish Plates
Crawfish Pasta
Shrimp Plates
Crawfish Kickers
Combo Plates
Hush Puppies
Stuffed Crab Plates
Seafood Gumbo
Shrimp Creole
Phone-in Orders • Visa/Mastercard Accepted

3310 Florida Ave. • Kenner, LA 70065 • 504-469-6736

OPE N 24 HOURS A DAY

• Kenner Police on site 24/7
• Flat screen TV give-a-ways
• VIP Reward System to win
cash and prizes
• $1000 jackpots
• Nickel, quarter & penny
machines
• Large assortment of different
machines
• Newest casino online in the
state of Louisiana

1 81 W. A ir l ine Dr iv e, Ke nne r
4 69-6 199

L o ui s i a na A ss o c i a t io n o n C o m pul s i v e Ga mb li ng H o t li n e
1-8 77-770-STOP (7867).
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Sign up for the13th annual Save Our Lake and Coast fishing rodeo
The 13th annual Save Our Lake and
Coast fishing rodeo will be held on
Saturday, May 16 and Sunday, May
17. Grab your rod and reel and join the
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation
for a weekend of fishing and family
fun.
Tickets cost $25 for adults and $10
for children under 16. Each ticket
includes one entry into the rodeo and
the awards picnic, a one-year membership to the LPBF, a rodeo t-shirt

and two tickets to the Back to the
Beach Festival which will be held
May 29, 30 and 31 at Laketown in
Kenner. Participants are welcome to
fish anywhere in the Pontchartrain
Basin, which includes Lakes
Pontchartrain,
Maurepas,
St.
Catherine and Borgne, Breton Sound
and all surrounding bayous, rivers and
tributaries.
Fisherman are eligible to compete
for several awards, including “The

SUMMER DANCE REGISTER NOW!
June 1st – June 26th
9:00 AM to 3:00 PM

JOIN
THE
PARTY

Ages 3 to 12
• Youth Fitness • Cheerleading
• Tumbling • Arts/Crafts
• Outdoor Play • Hip Hop
• Jazz • Twirling and more…..

Visit our website for class schedule.

www.cdadance.com
Zumba® and Zumba Fitness® are registered trademarks of Zumba Fitness, LLC.

2401 Veterans Memorial Blvd.
Kenner, LA 70062
(504) 466-5856

OPEN YOUR ACCOUNT ONLINE AT WWW.GULFBANK.COM

4
.

51%
*

APY

Interest on a
Checking Account.

Perfect.

Our new 4.51% Interest Checking account is
just that...Perfect!

Big Kahuna” presented to the top fisherman and “The Lil’ Kahuna” awarded to the child who catches the redfish
with the most spots. Awards will be
given for first, second and third places
in black bass, redfish, speckled trout,
croaker, bream, flounder, sheepshead,
white trout, catfish and black drum.
Participants are to bring their catch
to rodeo headquarters at the Seabrook
Harbor, 5801 France Road in New
Orleans. Weigh-in times are Saturday
from noon to 4:00 p.m. and Sunday
from noon to 3:00 p.m. After Sunday’s
weigh-in, participants are invited to an
awards picnic with the honorary
chairs, New Orleans Saints’ long
snapper Kevin Houser and his wife,
Kristen. Lunch will be provided by
Southside Café. The masters of ceremonies, Don Dubuc and Todd
Masson, will present awards to the

Saints Hall of Fame Celebrity Golf
Classic set for May 18
The 18th annual Saints Hall of Fame
Celebrity Golf Classic is set for
Monday, May 18 with a shot-gun start
at 9:00 a.m. at the Chateau Golf and
Country Club, 3600 Chateau Blvd. in
Kenner.
The four-player scramble event will
feature Coach Sean Payton, several
members of the New Orleans Saints,
many Saints Hall of Famers and former New Orleans Saints players participating. Proceeds will benefit the
non-profit Saints Hall of Fame
Museum, located at Gate B (Plaza
Level) of the Louisiana Superdome.
Check-in begins at 8:00 a.m. There
will be as many as 12 restaurants
catering prior to the event and oncourse during the event. A live auction
and awards luncheon will follow in
the club house at Chateau Golf and

It pays 4.51% APY, with no monthly service
charge and refunds your ATM fees
nationwide**!

Ask for Interest Checking

FDIC
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1-800-223-2060 www.Gulfbank.com

4.51% APY* on balances up to $25,000
 1.01% APY on portion of balance above $25,000.00

0.10% APY on entire balance if qualifiers are not met.
*4.51% Annual Percentage Yield (APY) paid on balances up to $25,000 and 1.01% APY on the portion of balances above $25,000 each cycle the qualifications
are met. 0.10% APY will be paid on the entire balance in any cycle where the requirements are not met. ** ATM fee refunds will be credited to your account
up to $4.99 per ATM withdrawal each cycle qualifications are met; ATM fees will not be refunded for each cycle qualifications are not met. Fees may reduce
earnings. Rate and Refund requirements: 12 check card purchases, enrollment for E-Statements, and one of the following automatic transaction: direct
deposit, automatic payment (ACH), or online bill payment in each cycle. Annual Percentage Yields (APY) are effective 3/16/2009 and are subject to change
without notice. $25.00 minimum opening balance. No monthly cycle service charge. Available for Personal Accounts only. As of 4/1/2009, there is a limit of
one account per social security number. See Banker for more Details. Interest Checking Patent Pending by Banc Vue.

winners at 3:30 p.m. Tickets can be
purchased at Puglia’s Sporting Goods
in Metairie, Gulf Outlet Marina in
Chalmette and Seabrook Harbor in
New Orleans. Credit card purchases
can be made through LPBF by calling
836-2205. Tickets must be purchased
before Friday, May 15 by 11:59 p.m.
All contestants who register on or
before May 8 are eligible to win the
early bird prize. Official rules and regulations are included in each entry
packet.
For more information on how to
participate in the rodeo, call 836-2205
or visit www.saveourlake.org. All proceeds from the rodeo will benefit the
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation
and will provide funds to continue
restoration and preservation programs
in water quality, habitat and coastal
defense.★
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Country Club.
The cost is $900 per foursome with
one Saints celebrity, $800 for a foursome or $200 for a single golfer. Tee
sponsorships are available at $200.
The mission of the Saints Hall of
Fame is to promote and preserve the
history of the New Orleans Saints and
the contributions of its past and present players, coaches, staff and loyal
fans through a variety of exhibits,
attractions and events for the benefit
of the state of Louisiana and the community at large.
The Saints Hall of Fame is a federally registered nonprofit corporation.
To secure your entry into this firstcome, first-served event contact Ken
Trahan at 309-1004, extension 209 or
by email at trahan@neworleans.com
or call 471-2154.★
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Improvements make Veterans Park nice, including a restored
U.S. F-14 Tomcat fighter plane
By ALLAN KATZ
A joint effort by many volunteers and
District 2 Councilman Joe Stagni have
made Veterans Park by Kenner’s City
Hall a lot nicer, including the restoration
of a U.S. F-14 Tomcat fighter plane.
Veterans Park is in Councilman
Stagni’s district and he included
$90,000 in the 2009 budget for improvements to the frequently-used park, of
which $40,000 is being spent on new
sidewalks and fencing for war relics.
In addition to the F-14, the park now
also includes an A-4 attack fighter plane
from the Vietnam war, U.S. 155 millimeter artillery pieces and a Vietnam
patrol boat. During its time in active use,
the F-14 was launched from the U.S.S.
carrier Roosevelt during the Korean and
Vietnam Wars.
Among those who volunteered to help
in the park improvements were Kenner

Naval Museum Commission Chairman
Claude Todaro; Union of Painters and
Allied Trades instructors and coordinators Auggie Santos, Rick Lozier and

Gaylin Scott, and Kenner Police Chief
Steve Caraway.
“As a result of this great effort, I think
Veterans Park is even more attractive

and interesting,” said Councilman
Stagni. "It is becoming a great place for
families, concerts and civic events."★

Johnson elected to appeals court, two parish millages renewed
On April 4, voters elected Kenner
District 1 Councilman Marc E.
Johnson as judge for the First
District, Section 2, Division C, on
the state Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit. Johnson defeated
Twenty-Fourth District Court Judge
June Berry Darensbourg by a margin
of 57.99 percent to 42.01 percent in
the recently created judicial district
that includes the west bank of
Jefferson Parish and Kenner
precincts K-13B, K-21, K-22, K-23,
K-24, K-26, K-31 and K-33. Johnson
will become the first AfricanAmerican judge elected to the Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeal.

Voters were also asked to consider
renewing two millages on the April 4
ballot that fund the Jefferson Transit
System. Proposition 1 provides
“fixed route service” for the exclusive benefit of the mobility impaired,
the physically disadvantaged and the
elderly in Jefferson Parish. This mill
was approved 67 percent to 33 percent. Proposition 2, which passed by
a margin of 61 percent to 39 percent,
funds the Mobility Impaired
Transportation Service (MITS) that
provides curb-to-curb service for
persons with disabilities.
Both transit services comply with
the
federal
Americans
with

Disabilities Act.
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal
has not yet called the election to fill

Madison/Avery Jewelry • Fleur de Lis Gifts • Baby Gifts • Circle E Candles
Mother’s Day Gifts

Teacher Gifts

Will Senator Vitter breeze to a
second term?
One of the most remarkable stories in
U.S. politics has been the comeback of
U.S. Senator David Vitter who seemed
finished when his name was discovered
in the client lists of the Washington
madam.
But, Senator Vitter, whose political
base is in Metairie and Kenner, clearly
isn’t ready to call it a day. He has been
successfully raising funds and the
state’s Democrats, who are generally in
disarray, haven’t yet come up with a
candidate to go against Vitter. In addition, several well-known Republicans
who had considered challenging Vitter
now seem to be pulling in their horns.

Rebirth Frames & Hang ers

The toughest opponent for Vitter would
be Third Congressional District U.S.
Representative Charlie Melancon but
he has made it clear that he intends to
be running for reelection to the House
in 2010.
So, will Senator Vitter breeze to
reelection in 2010? Consider that he
barely won in 2004 with 52 percent in
the first primary and that, no matter
how much time passes, the Washington
madam scandal hovers over him like a
perpetual black cloud. It’s hard to
imagine a scenario where some formidable opponent doesn’t arise to challenge Vitter, but, at the moment, it’s
very difficult to say who that might
be.★

Graduation Gifts

FREE GIFT WRAP

Fuel contract
(continued from page 5)

Johnson’s vacant seat on the council,
which will be filled by an interim
appointment in the near future.”★

701 W. Esplanade, Suite B, Kenner
469-4118

Unique Gifts • Free Gift Wrapping • Saints & LSU Gifts • Wall Paintings
PEDICURE4 t MASSAGE t SPA SERVICE4 t GEORGY’S GIFT CERTIFICATES t AVEDA FACIALS t MANICURES

nurture mom from head to soul
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Adult torticollis: Neck pain from sleeping wrong
By CRAIG GOODWIN
How
many
times have you
awakened to find
yourself
not
being able to lift your head off the pillow, experiencing severe pain in your
neck? Adult torticollis is a condition
that causes symptoms of stiffness and
pain with limited motion of the neck.
There is no known cause, but several
factors can contribute to its presence.
Sleeping on the stomach is the main
cause of waking up with neck pain.
Stomach sleeping maintains the head
in a 90 degree position, stressing
joints and muscles in the neck region.
There are small facet joints in the
neck that can become jammed or
locked, with inflammation following,
as well as muscles in the neck that
stiffen to a shortened position. The
presence of one or both of these con-

ditions will cause intense neck pain
with limited motion. The symptoms
usually last from five to seven days
with the first three days showing the
greatest limitation in motion and the
most pain.
Sleeping on the body’s side with a
non-supportive pillow allows the
head to either drop toward the mattress or stay flexed away from the
mattress and will cause stress to the
facet joints and muscles.
Sleeping on the back with the head
supported by too many pillows, which
causes the neck to maintain a flexed
position all night, can also lead to discomfort. Sleeping with open windows
will cause neck pain. As temperatures
drop during the early morning hours
the neck muscles begin to stiffen from
reflex changes resulting in limited
motion and pain. Another cause of
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neck pain can be the effect of a
change in normal daily activities,
such as packing or moving a home,
gardening or watching television or a
movie with the neck fixed in one
position for awhile. Straining of the
neck muscles with cause a reflex
change in the length of the muscle,
leading to limited motion and pain.
Adult torticollis can lead to missed
days at work and limited driving ability, secondary to pain and limited
motion. To help relieve these symptoms, try taking a hot shower and
moving the neck in a pain-free range
of motion at first and then gradually
move into the painful range, holding
the stretch for a short period of time.
Using an ice pack on the neck afterwards will help decrease inflammation. If pain continues, physical therapy can help restore the normal

motion in the neck and relieve the
pain as well. Therapists can perform
passive range of motion to the neck to
help restore the normal muscle reflexes as well as use modalities to help
decrease the pain. With proper conservative treatment, the condition
may last only two to three days.★
Craig
Goodwin,
Physical
Therapist, is president of Kenner
Orthopedic and Sports Therapy,
located at 3921 Williams Boulevard
and two other locations in Metairie
and on the West Bank. Goodwin graduated from LSU Medical School
Department of Allied Health,
Department of Physical Therapy in
1987. The professionals at Kenner
Orthopedic and Sports Therapy can
be
contacted
via
email
at
Kennerorthopedic@aol.com.

Ochsner dermatologist says,
“In summertime, don’t forget to
put on your sun block”
By ALLAN KATZ

If Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner
dermatologist Dr. Robert DeBellevue
had his way, everyone in south
Louisiana would put on a healthy coating of sun block before going outside
during the spring and summer months.
“The reason I feel so strongly about
this is that we just see so much skin
cancer and pre-cancer skin conditions
in our office,” said Dr. DeBellevue.
“Many of us who live in south
Louisiana seem to believe that we are
blessed with some genetic protection
against skin cancer and that is incorrect.
Living here does not protect us against
skin cancer. It can happen to fishermen,
construction workers and farmers who
are out in the Louisiana sun all day or
teenagers who sunbathe or play ball in
the sun for hours at a time.”
Dr. DeBellevue says that if everyone
in south Louisiana listened to him, they
would apply sun block on their face and
ears, on places on their scalp that are
only thinly covered with hair or are
bald, on their arms and on their legs. If
he could, he’d also make men and
women alike wear baseball caps when
they’re in the sun.
The good news, says Dr. DeBellvue,
is that many patients who come to him
or another board-certified dermatologist early enough discover that their
sun-caused skin growths are benign and
don’t require surgery. The bad news, he

says, is that too often, people who see
these growths on their skin or feel them
on their scalp don’t come in to see a
doctor because they’re afraid of hearing
bad news. While they’re procrastinating, the growth turns from benign to
cancerous.
“Please, we’re in the summer season
now so use sun block every day even if
you’re only going to be in the sun for a
few minutes,” said Dr. DeBellvue. “If
you should see a suspicious-looking
growth or eruption on your skin or feel
a growth in your scalp, don’t delay.
Find yourself a board-certified dermatologist and get treatment. You may not
need surgery. But, most of all, please
don’t buy into the myth that because
we’re used to the sun in south
Louisiana that it can’t hurt us. We’re
just as vulnerable as a visitor from
Maine who comes to south Louisiana
for two weeks and goes out in the sun
without sun block. The rays of the sun
don’t care where you were born nor do
they care if your grandfather picked
strawberries in the sun all day. We are
all vulnerable and I recommend a sun
block with a 30 SPF for children and
adults.”
Dr. DeBellevue also says that
Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner is one
of the finest hospitals he has practiced
in and recommends it for all medical
treatment.★
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Irrigate my nose? Does this help if I have chronic sinusitis?
By SMITA PATEL, M.D.

There are a
large number of
people that are
affected acutely
or chronically with sinusitis. If you
do not suffer this problem yourself,
I am sure you know of someone
who does. Sinusitis is one of the
most common conditions seen by
primary care physicians in the
United States and the incidence
continues to rise.
With chronic sinusitis, the cavities around the nasal passages
become inflamed and swollen.
Consequently, mucus does not drain
properly and blocks the sinuses.
This creates a moist environment
for bacteria to grow and can cause
infection. Chronic sinusitis can also
be caused by growths in the sinuses,
a deviated nasal septum, allergic
reactions or allergies such as hay

fever. Doctors know that not all
sinusitis is caused by bacterial
infection but can be the result of
just inflammation.
Common symptoms of sinusitis
include drainage of thick yellowish
or greenish discharge from the
nose, congestion, difficulty breathing through the nose, tenderness
around the facial area and even sore
throat. The difference between
acute and chronic sinusitis is that a
chronic condition lasts longer or
keeps coming back after being
treated.
The more common risk factors for
getting recurrent sinusitis are if you
have asthma, aspirin sensitivity,
experience reflux or are a smoker.
Your doctor may use several
methods to help screen for chronic
sinusitis. If you have recurrent
sinusitis, you may get a nasal

9 EXCITEMENT
9 ADVENTURE
9 LEARNING

ONE DAY PASS

Adult: $15.00
Child/Senior: $10.00

*Children 14 & under/Seniors 60 & up

Includes admission to all Rivertown museum attractions, including:

Toy Train Museum
Mardi Gras Museum
Science Center
Native American Museum
Kenner’s Heritage Park
Plus, your choice of one feature at:

Kenners Planetarium and Megadome Cinema

endoscopy which involves having a
thin, flexible tube inserted through
the nose to allow inspection of the
sinuses. Also, a CT scan of the
sinuses can be taken to show details
of the sinuses and nasal area. If it is
suspected that you have allergies,
then an allergy skin test may be recommended.
Chronic sinusitis is usually treated with medications but sometimes
the last resort treatment is surgery.
Medications prescribed are primarily broad spectrum antibiotics and
nasal steroids, however they at
times are not always successful.
Patients end up having to take
stronger antibiotics which may end
up not fully treating the problem
anyway.
There are options other than pharmaceutical medication. There has
been a lot of talk in the media about
saline irrigation using the neti nasal
pot, which received attention after
its use was discussed on “The
Oprah Show.” Neti nasal pots are an
effective method in relieving nasal
congestion. The pot looks like a
genie-lamp teapot and is designed
for optimal nasal and sinus cleansing.
Several randomized controlled
trials have demonstrated both
objective and subjective efficacy of
this treatment for sinus disease.
There is a high quality study which
compared the nasal sprays and nasal
irrigation. In each outcome the
saline irrigation group had lower
amounts of symptoms. It should be
noted that during the study 21 percent of the subjects dropped out of
the irrigation group as compared to
the only seven percent in the nasal
steroid spray group because it is a
lot more cumbersome to do the
nasal irrigation.
The nasal irrigation pot helps to
remove excess mucus naturally and
is pain free. It also removes built up
allergens such as pollen, smoke and
dust. The saline will soothe dry and

irritated nasal passages. To use this
method of helping sinusitis, first
purchase a nasal irrigation pot. A
popular one is the neti, which gets
its name from a form of nasal irrigation used by yoga practitioners in
India, but any nasal pot will do the
job.
You can make your own saline
solution with salt and baking soda
or you can buy it premixed on the
Internet and in retail stores, however it is more economical to make
your own if you would like. To
make your own solution, add one
teaspoon of salt and a half teaspoon
of baking soda into a container.
Then add one pint of lukewarm tap
water. Mix the contents and pour
into the nasal pot. Lean over a sink
and rotate your head to one side.
Insert the spout of the pot into one
nostril gently and continue to
breathe through your mouth. Raise
the pot so the solution flows
through that nostril draining out of
the other nostril. Continue until the
pot is empty and then exhale
through both nostrils for few minutes. Refill the pot and do the same
routine on the other nostril. This
procedure can be performed daily.
There are various recommendations
on the Internet for the solution and
you can even customize it to your
liking.
I hope this helps and leads you to
breathing easier and feeling
better.★
Smita Patel, M.D. practices hospital-based medicine at Ochsner
Health System. Dr. Patel also serves
as a medical director of Ochsner
Home Health which provides highly
specialized medical care to patients
on the south shore and north shore.
Ochsner Home Health is a component of Ochsner’s integrated healthcare delivery system dedicated to
patient care and education. For
more information, call 842-5585 or
email smpatel@ochsner.org.
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Home

Important information to know about Chinese drywall
By DAN DORMADY
Several recent
reports of defective or tainted
drywall imported from China have been
in the news. It is important to note that
not all drywall manufactured from China
is tainted. Some defective drywall is not
even stamped at all and there are a few
reported cases where defective drywall
bears the name of a U.S. company.
Hundreds of millions of sheets of
Chinese drywall were imported from
2004 to 2006, but Chinese drywall has
recently been found in homes and apartments built or remodeled as early as
2001. Although not confirmed, the presence of Chinese drywall has been reported in 41 states and is estimated to have
been installed in over 100,000 homes in
the United States. Given the volume of
Chinese drywall, any home built or
remodeled from 2001 to the present
could have Chinese drywall. In some
cases both Chinese and American made
drywall was used in homes.
There are several theories regarding
the cause of the defective drywall. Many
believe that the tainted drywall was manufactured at a gypsum mine in Tianjin,
China, which used fly ash, a waste material that is a byproduct from power plants
using coal. Fly ash can leak into the air
and emit sulfur compounds. Thomas
Eager, an MIT professor believes the
combination of cellulose, moisture and
sulfates in the gypsum are reacting to
release sulfurous acids that are corroding
copper and other metals. It is believed
that humidity causes the sulfur in the
tainted drywall to migrate into the indoor
air, which not only creates a noxious
odor, but also corrodes copper and other
metals.
Homeowners have complained of
headaches, dry eyes, bloody noses and
other allergy-like symptoms. The health

★

effects of the Chinese drywall are being
debated by leading experts and opinions
range from causing allergy-like symptoms to causing much more serious
health issues.
One way to tell if you have Chinese
drywall is if your home smells like rotten
eggs or ammonia. Sometimes, it is more
noticeable when entering your home and
then it seems to dissipate. The level of
odor varies greatly in each home, as does
each person's ability to detect the odor.
Of course, the strength of the odor also
depends on how much drywall was used
in the home. Some homeowners report
no smell, but their home clearly has
Chinese drywall. Another way to tell is if
you have had repeated air conditioning
problems or have had to replace the
evaporator coil. In addition, Chinese
drywall corrodes electrical wiring.
Chinese drywall may corrode your copper water lines so check behind your
refrigerator and under your sink. Metals
such as chrome, brass and silver may
also be affected. Some people have even
noticed that jewelry has become blackened. Bathroom and kitchen faucets and
drains are typically tarnished in homes
with Chinese drywall.
If you believe that you have Chinese
drywall, notify your builder or contractor, particularly if your home is still
under warranty. Depending on their
response, you may want to hire an independent inspector. You may also need to
notify your home insurer and possibly
your lender, but before you do so, please
consult an attorney. An attorney that specializes in construction litigation is best
suited for this type of issue.
If Chinese drywall is found, it must be
removed, but there is a tremendous
amount of controversy in terms of what
other components need to be replaced
Experts warn that it may not be enough

Community

to simply rip out the drywall without
addressing the piping, wiring and other
systems that have been exposed.
Before you allow your builder to
remediate, however, you should consult
an attorney to make sure the proper
remediation protocol is being implemented and that you will be protected in
the event remediation is unsuccessful or
should you have any long-term health
issues. In severe cases, nails and framing
components may have been affected,
which means structural integrity could
be a concern. You may also want to ask
for a performance bond. If the builder
files for bankruptcy or fails to pay the
contractors/subcontractors, you could be
liable to those who worked on your
home.
Two federal agencies are being asked
by Governor Bobby Jindal to help
Louisiana perform indoor air-quality
tests in homes filled with drywall
imported from China suspected of emitting noxious sulfur compounds that corrode copper wires and household appliances.
Senator Mary Landrieu has filed a bill
seeking a recall and temporary ban of
certain Chinese-made drywall. The bill

also asks the Consumer Product Safety
Commission to determine whether a
consumer-product-safety standard regulating the composition of materials used
in drywall is necessary to protect the
health and safety of residential homeowners because there are no safety standards now.
You can report concerns about
Chinese drywall by calling the Louisiana
Department of Health and Hospitals at a
special Chinese drywall hotline at 888293-7020 and leaving a message. You
can also report appliance issues to the
Consumer Product Safety Commission
by calling 800-638-2772.★
Dan Dormady, P.E. is a licensed professional engineer and licensed home
inspector and the president of CriteriumDormady Engineers, a locally owned
consulting engineering firm specializing
in residential and commercial building
inspection services. Dormady can be
reached at 456-6999, P.O. Box 113565
Metairie, LA 70011-3565, or at criteriumdormady@cox.net.
CriteriumDormady Engineers’ website is
www.criterium-dormady.com.
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THE KENNER PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS
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TUESDAY, MAY 19, 2009
Speaker: Lacey Guidry, Economic Development
Specialist with JEDCO, the Jefferson Parish
Economic Development Commission
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Free swimming lessons offered
The Ashley Marie Kelly Foundation
will be offering free instructions through
the Ashley Marie Kelly Swim Safety
Program from Monday, May 18 to
Friday, May 22, 2009. The program will
consist of free 45 minute daily lessons
teaching water safety, litter awareness
and American Red Cross swimming lessons.
The program will be held at the Tulane
University Reily Student Recreation
Center located on the McAlister
Extension off Willow Street in New
Orleans. Parking will be available in the
Diboll Parking Garage on the fifth or
sixth floor.

Children ages five and older as well as
adults can attend. Register by calling
836-2238 and giving your name, contact
phone number and age of the participant.
Lessons will be held at 5:00 p.m., 6:00
p.m. and 7:00 p.m. and participants are
advised to come in a swimsuit and bring
a towel.
These swim safety days and lessons
are a partnership event sponsored by the
Ashley Marie Kelly Foundation, the
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation,
the American Red Cross and Tulane
University Reily Center. Call JoAnn at
Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation at
836-2238 for further information.★
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Melcher s Law F ir m
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James L. Melchers, Attorney-At-Law
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Boxing to meet MMA in Kenner
By KEN TRAHAN
For some, the
marriage or merger of boxing and
mixed martial arts
is like mixing oil and water. One has
emerged (MMA) at the expense of the
other (boxing). Fans of boxing resent the
barbaric nature of MMA. Fans of MMA
feel boxing is timid because it involves
just one skill-set of their sport. In the ever
changing sports marketplace and in a
depressed economy, ingenuity is not only
welcome but essential to succeed at any
venture. The city of Kenner and a longtime boxing enthusiast are banking on
one such idea to achieve great success.
Nearly a year after staging the first
boxing card in several years in Kenner,
Les Bonano is set to put on a card featuring both boxing and mixed martial arts.
The event is set for Friday, May 8 at 7:30
p.m. at the Pontchartrain Center. The
card will feature four boxing matches
and four mixed martial arts bouts. Two of
the MMA bouts will be professional
fights while the other two will be amateur bouts.
Light-heavyweight Will McIntyre was
scheduled to fight a ten-rounder in the
main event against Ronald Weaver but
McIntyre has contracted a virus and
doesn’t want to take the chance at not
being 100 percent so he’s pulled out of
the fight. Weaver will still fight against
Alphonso Lopez of Cut and Shoot,
Texas, who is 13-0 with 11 knockouts in
the main event. Junior lightweight
Mason Menard of Lafayette will be a
headliner on the card. “He is extremely
exciting. He’s got a stable mate by the
name of Jarrad LeBlanc from Lafayette
and they’re coming down here to highlight the card. They have come through a
good amateur program and they’re prepared to really turn it on. There’s also a

young man out of Baton Rouge that has
some of experience named Ricky
Kinney. He’s got four wins and one loss.
He recently destroyed a good fighter in
Atlanta. He’s still in a learning process as
a professional but I’ve heard nothing but
tremendous things about him,” said
Bonano. Kinney will be fighting Miguel
Alfaro of Tupelo, Mississippi, who has a
record of 5-3, in a junior welterweight
bout.
When it comes to the growing popularity and exposure of MMA and the
declining popularity and exposure of
boxing, the proverbial twain shall meet.
If you can’t beat them, join them!
Combining the two fighting styles on the
same card has proven to be a recent phenomenon and Bonano is on the cutting
edge of doing so. While many feel that
MMA has hurt boxing, Bonano disagrees: “I think that boxing has hurt
itself. The primary reason being mismatches and a lack of talent and even
now, there’s very little talent in Louisiana
and Mississippi. There are very few local
fighters. This can be attributed to the
downslide in amateur boxing. At one
time, Louisiana was a hotbed for amateur
boxing. We had big teams that went all
around the country to compete in tournaments and then it just kind of went
away.”
Bonano says that the downturn in boxing is going to change, largely thanks to
Kenner and to Kenner Mayor Ed Muniz.
“Mayor Muniz has stepped up to the
plate. He came to the last fight and said
that he wanted to do amateur boxing in
Kenner, to get things started again and to
get kids off the street. I think it’s going to
work with the mayor getting behind it.
He has opened up an amateur boxing
gym in Kenner and you can look forward
to developing a lot of young kids. It’s
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great for kids to take them off the street
and give them something to do in the
afternoon. Restaurateur Joey LaBella is
involved with former boxer Paul
Whitaker, who was a great fighter both
as an amateur and professional. Paul is
running the gym in Kenner. Once this
program gets up and running, I think you
are going to see the rebirth of amateur
boxing which is the feeder club for professional boxing.”
The gym is the Wentwood Adult
Complex, otherwise known as the old
Wentwood Gym at 2 Furman Street (corner of Emerson Street). Close to 60 people have already signed up for the boxing
program in Kenner. “The Kenner
Recreation Department, led by Ken
Marriccoli, is working hard to make this
work,” said Muniz.
Muniz feels that Kenner is the perfect
location for this venture: “I think it is
only appropriate that the rebirth of boxing locally begins in Kenner, in the city
that had the first heavyweight championship fight in these parts right by the
river (Rivertown). It was 72 rounds. I
remember what fighting was when I was
young. Kenner has also been the scene of
so many great fights over the years at the
Pontchartrain Center, which is a great
facility and a great venue for this. I like
to go to the fights. I remember the first
time Les Bonano invited me to the fights.
I was on the Jefferson Parish Council. I’d
known Les for years. I went with a suit
and tie on and by the end of the night, I
had some stains that would not come out
on my suit. I’ve never worn a suit to the
fights since. It’s good. I’m glad that
Kenner can be at the forefront of this
effort.”
Muniz says that there are many reasons to want boxing in Kenner. “What I
see so much of now is that people are settling their differences with guns. I’d
rather see them do it in the ring as it was
in the old days. After the fight was over,
you let bygones be bygones. There is too
much killing, maiming and violence
right now. I think that a supervised program will help them vent their frustration
while working hard toward becoming the
best you can be and even a champion in
a competitive sport,” said Muniz.
There were many boxing cards in
Kenner dating back to the early 1970s.
Bonano has been part of many of them
over a period of time. He has been a
manager/trainer/promoter and even a cut
man in the sport since 1980. Bonano initially got involved in boxing when he
was a member of the New Orleans Police
Department, assigned to the detective
bureau. His involvement in the sport
came purely by accident: “In 1974,
Orleans Parish Prison was a hotbed for
weapons, rapes and drugs. I was working
with the sheriffs. We were looking for
something to have the prisoners relieve
their anger, their frustration. We put up a
boxing ring and started a boxing program. We held matches within the walls

only. Then we helped other prisons start
boxing programs and staged matches
between the prisons. We wanted to provide a way for kids to get a fresh start.
Many liked it. When they got out of jail,
many wanted to turn pro,” said Bonano.
Over the years, Bonano has had nine of
his fighters fight for national or world
titles. He has had seven fighters win different titles. The most prominent names
included Jerry Celestine, who fought
Michael Spinks on national television for
a world championship, Melvin Paul,
John Duplessis, Dominick Carter,
Anthony Stephens, Phillip Brown and
Whitaker.
Now 55 years old, Bonano has staged
cards throughout the Mississippi Gulf
Coast at different casinos and throughout
Louisiana through the years. Locally, he
has put on matches at the Lakefront
Arena, New Orleans Municipal
Auditorium, Best Western Landmark
Hotel in Metairie, Theater for the
Performing Arts and at Mudbugs in
Gretna. Bonano is very high on the
Pontchartrain Center. “It is an excellent
facility, as good as any we’ve ever fought
in. People should love it. The seats are
intimate, they are comfortable and there
is plenty of parking with a casino right
next door,” said Bonano. Speaking of
casinos, Bonano has been approached by
Hollywood Casino in Bay St. Louis to do
a pair of cards this summer. There has
not been a card in Bay St. Louis since
before Hurricane Katrina when the facility was known as Casino Magic.
For boxing cards in Kenner to succeed,
you must do one thing. “You’ve got to
give them good matches like our last
card. There’s a young man out of New
Orleans named Marcus McDaniels who
is making his pro debut at 160 pounds.
He’s got fast hands and has a great
future. We also have MMA champion
Charlie Rader who just defeated an undefeated (15-0) fighter in Lafayette to win a
championship. We will have two professional MMA fights and two amateur
MMA fights. MMA is hot. Roy Jones
was just recently part of a pay-per-view
card that mixed the two - boxing and
MMA and it was very successful. We’re
doing the same thing here,” said Bonano.
“If we show the MMA fans good boxing
matches, they will come back to see
more boxing. On the other hand, some of
the old traditional boxing fans, who don’t
like MMA, may change their minds
when they see good matches live. We
might turn both sets of fans around, creating two fan-bases,” he added.
Pricing for the May 8 card starts at $20
and goes up to $60 for those tickets still
available. “The first two rows ringside,
which cost $100 are sold out already,”
says Bonano. The Pontchartrain Center
will be set up to seat 2,600 fans for the
card. Tickets are available at all
Ticketmaster outlets or by calling
Ticketmaster or visiting them online at
continued on next page
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Gardening

May horticulture hints
By LYNNE DIMM
Gardening
chores
should
keep us busy in
May.
Annuals
planted in the fall are probably looking
pretty wild and unkempt. You can cut
them back and feed them for one last
blooming but it would be better to take
them out now and replace them with colorful plants that will last throughout the
heat of a New Orleans summer. Plants
that tolerate the sun well are marigold,
vinca, moss rose, zinnia and purslane. For
shaded areas try impatien, begonia, blue
daze, caladium and coleus plants. They
should last until Christmas but will
require frequent watering and feeding to
keep them looking good until then.
Trees should be completely leafed-out
by now. Those that are sparse and shaggy
should be trimmed heavily. If they do not
respond quickly by filling in they should

be removed and replaced by healthy specimens. The trees that are leafed-out need
a drip line feeding at this time. This
means you should make holes with a
broom stick two-feet apart around the leaf
drip line of the tree. Fill the holes with
time-release fertilizer and water well. You
can also use tree spikes instead of tree fertilizer.
The newer type landscape roses are
blooming heavily now. They are continuous bloomers and will give color all year
if fed and watered on a regular basis.
These are far better than hybrid tea roses
for landscaping because they give more
color and the bloom period is longer.
They are also very disease-resistant. Be
sure to include some of these landscape
roses in your garden. You will be glad that
you did.
Everyone is very budget conscious
these days. The recession has affected all

of us in many different ways. Prices of
fresh vegetables in the grocery store can
vary from day to day. For instance, green
bell peppers varied in price one week
from three for a dollar, to fifty cents each,
to 98 cents apiece. If you plant one bell
pepper plant it can produce 30 to 40 peppers in one season. They are easy to grow
and better tasting when freshly picked.
Why not prepare an eight-foot by eightfoot section of your yard and plant three
tomato plants, two eggplants and one yellow, one red and one green bell pepper
plant? You could also add two poles of
cucumbers. You could save money at the
grocery while eating very fresh produce,
not to mention the satisfaction you will
feel from growing them yourself.
Our suburban neighborhoods in Kenner
range from zero to well over 50 years old.
A lot of gardens in the older areas have
shrubs that are overgrown, ugly and dan-

gerous. Don’t you think it’s time to take
out those old, ugly plants, renew the soil
and plant shrubs that are the correct size
for the house? Adding colorful plants in
gardens raises the feelings of happiness.
Let’s make Kenner beautiful. It’s time to
plant colorful selections in your garden.
You can’t have too many colorful plants.
Be sure to get outside and make the outside around you beautiful. You and every
one around you will feel better.★
Lynne Dimm, owner of Lynne Dimm’s
Nursery, LLC, located at 27 West 27th
Street, is a registered and licensed
Louisiana horticulturist and landscape
contractor, is a wholesale grower of bedding plants and has over 30 years experience in the industry. Lynne Dimm can be
reached
via
email
at
lynnedimm@yahoo.com or by calling
468-5467.

★

Health

Plantar fasciitis: A common cause of foot pain
By THOMAS R. LYONS

Plantar fasciitis
(PF) is a very
common cause of
foot pain; in fact it
is the most common cause of heel pain
on the plantar surface or sole of the foot.
Almost two million people seek treatment for PF each year in the United
States. Originally thought to be an
inflammatory condition, PF is now recognized as a degenerative process likely
related to repetitive stresses at the origin
of the plantar fascia on the calcaneus
(heel bone). The plantar fascia is a thick
inelastic band of fibrous tissue in the sole
of the foot that originates on the calcaneus and inserts on each of the five toes.
Patients presenting with PF are typically between the ages of 40 and 60
years. Conditions or characteristics that
predispose to the development of PF
include running athletes, pes planus (flat

feet), occupations that require prolonged
standing, limited ankle motion and obesity. In many patients, PF affects both
feet. Patients usually report pain in the
heel that is most pronounced with the
first few steps in the morning or with
prolonged standing. Symptoms often
decrease with activity. Diagnosis is usually made easily with a careful history
and physical examination.
Many treatments are available for
patients with PF. Anti-inflammatory
medications can provide symptomatic
improvement in many cases. Physical
therapy or a home stretching program is
often successful in treatment of PF.
Various types of inserts from prefabricated heel cups to custom arch supports are
used successfully for patients with PF.
Night splints are helpful in relieving
morning pain by keeping the plantar fascia stretched overnight. Injections of

Boxing
(continued from previous page)

www.ticketmaster.com.
“I was out of boxing for six years and I
just got back in it. We have lined up major
investors in the fight cards in Weldon and
Brother Frommeyer of River Parish
Disposal, automobile dealer George Chin
of Orleans Dodger/Chrysler/Jeep and
Steve Pardo of Quarter View Restaurant
in Metairie. I told them I would do maybe
three, no more than four fight cards a year.
The lure of the sport he loves and has
been involved with for 35 years was simply too tempting for Bonano to ignore.
With the support of prominent businessmen and a mayor who enjoys the sport

and wants to see young people engaged in
sport rather than mischief, Bonano
appears poised to succeed in his latest
venture – thanks to a big assist from the
city of Kenner, which will surely reap the
benefits.★
Ken Trahan serves as sports director of
WGSO 990 AM/WGSO.com and is president and general manager of neworleans.com Sports. Trahan is the also the
general manager and chairman of the
board of the Saints Hall of Fame Museum
in the Louisiana Superdome, and runs the
Life Resources Sports Ministry.

steroid usually mixed with local anesthetic can provide relief in cases refractory to other measures. Use of shock
wave therapy (acoustic impulses) has
been shown recently to be helpful in
severe cases of PF. The majority of
patients with PF respond well to conservative measures; in select severe cases
not responsive to other treatments, surgery may be helpful to gain relief. To
properly diagnose and treat PF, an evaluation by an orthopedic surgeon is recommended.★

Thomas R. Lyons M.D. is a board certified orthopedic surgeon practicing at
the Orthopedic Center for Sports
Medicine located at 671 West Esplanade
Avenue in Kenner and in Metairie at
4921 Airline Drive. The Orthopedic
Center is a multi-specialty center dedicated to complete musculoskeletal care
with focused expertise in shoulder and
knee care. For additional information
call 467-5900.
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International flights return to Armstrong International Airport
By SEAN C. HUNTER Director of Aviation, Louis Armstrong New Orleans International

Prior to the
onset
of
Hurricane
Katrina, Louis
Armstrong New Orleans International
Airport had non-stop service to Toronto,
Canada on Air Canada Jazz and San
Pedro Sula, Honduras on TACA
Airlines. I am pleased to announce that
effective July 6, 2009, regularly scheduled service by an international carrier
will once again be available at
Armstrong International Airport. The
carrier is AeroMéxico, Mexico’s largest
airline, and the non-stop destination will
be Mexico City with continuing service
to San Pedro Sula. From Mexico City,
the traveler can easily access any point
in Mexico, Central and South America
that AeroMéxico serves. The continuing
service to Honduras will provide another important leg in reaching Central
America
from
New
Orleans.
AeroMéxico plans to provide service six
days a week. The non-stop flights will
offer New Orleans-area travelers convenient travel options for visiting friends
and family; or connecting to more than
40 beach, city and colonial destinations
throughout Mexico. AeroMéxico is a

member of the SkyTeam global airline
alliance which offers worldwide destinations. The airline’s corporate headquarters are in Mexico City and its U.S. operations are based in Houston.
Since Katrina, the New Orleans
Aviation Board and staff have been vigorously working on re-establishing
international service from airlines that
previously served New Orleans and
establishing new service from airlines
that have not. Major European airlines
as well as South and Central American
airlines have been contacted and
prospected. This is still an ongoing
effort.
The decision to begin service from
New Orleans is the result of a tremendous investment of time and resources
by the airport, the city of New Orleans,
GNO, Inc., the New Orleans
Metropolitan Convention and Visitor’s
Bureau, the Louisiana Department of
Economic Development and Ochsner
Hospital. Serious dialogue began last
fall when AeroMéxico decision-makers
accepted the airport’s invitation to visit
and discuss the possibilities for service.
The airport brought together a diverse
group of local leaders to help demon-

TWO GREAT LOCATIONS IN KENNER
Drive T
Now Ophernu

3501 Chateau Blvd. • 465-9444

d for
Call Ahea ders!
To Go Or

701 W. Esplanade • 461-9819

Try one of our
healthy salads!

Southwestern Chicken Salad - 8.95
Grilled chicken, corn, salsa, balck beans, cheddar jack cheese, cucumbers,
tomatoes, & tortilla strips. Served with Southwest ranch dressing.
Smoked Turkey Salad - 8.50
Smoked turkey, baby swiss, chopped walnuts and sliced apple.
Cobb Salad - 9.25
Rows of grilled chicken, crumbled blue cheese, carrots, boiled egg,
cheddar jack cheese, bacon and smoked turkey.
Grilled Chicken Spinach Salad -8.25
Fresh spinach, grilled chicken, feta cheese, black olives, tomatoes and cucumbers.
Chef Salad - 9.25
Grilled chicken, smoked ham, cheddar jack cheese, boiled egg, fresh tomatoes,
bacon and alfalfa sprouts.
All salads served on romaine lettuce with wheat crackers and your choice of dressing.
Rasberry Walnut, Caesar, Lite Ranch, Honey Mustard, Fat Free Italian, Hot Bacon,
Blue Cheese, Balsmic Basil Vinaigrette. Extra dressing .50.

Open 7 Days • Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

strate the demand for South American
air service. In addition, the airport provided research data to form the basis of
the dialogue. AeroMéxico officials
agreed with the data and said that their
own research was almost identical. They
proposed service to Mexico City and on
to San Pedro Sula, Honduras, but
required some financial and in-kind support beyond what the airport alone could
provide. From that point, GNO, Inc.
facilitated continuing efforts to identify
the necessary resources. At the end of
the day, the city of New Orleans, the airport, the New Orleans Metropolitan
Convention and Visitor’s Bureau, the
Louisiana Department of Economic
Development and Ochsner Medical
Center formed a package of incentives
that sealed the deal.
International flights have not been
totally absent from Armstrong
International Airport since Katrina. We
have, for the last three years, had international charter flights from England,
Mexico and Central America. These
have either been a connection to a
cruise, limited holiday service or special
transportation to the city. In 2006,
International Charter and Tours operated

a weekly flight from New Orleans to
San Pedro Sula and La Ceiba in
Honduras during the prime summer
months.
The return of AeroMéxico to New
Orleans offers the potential of increased
business relationships among the three
countries of the Americas and an
increase in international travel by Gulf
South travelers. As Mayor C. Ray Nagin
has recently pointed out, it is also a
strong signal of our continuing recovery
from Hurricane Katrina. Domestic and
international air services are based on
passenger demand so I encourage our
community to utilize the new service to
Mexico and Honduras. Passenger
demand and utilization of air service is a
major factor in not only establishing
service to our community but continuing
and expanding it as well. Armstrong
International Airport is proud to continue its role as the gateway to New
Orleans and to the world.★
Sean Hunter can be reached at
www.flymsy.com. Check your local listings for the air time of the Armstrong
International Airport 30 minute television program, “Airport Alive.”

Health
★
Life-saving procedure performed at EJGH
Dr. Tod Engelhardt, East Jefferson
General Hospital cardiovascular thoracic
surgeon, recently became one of the first
physicians in the nation to treat an intracardiac clot and pulmonary embolism (PE)
with an ultrasound catheter-directed
thrombolysis device. This life-saving procedure treated patient Louis Marks, Jr., for
a clot that extended through the heart into
both the left and right pulmonary arteries.
The ultrasound device is a specialized
catheter designed to dissolve blood clots
using microsonic energy while also
administering the clot-dissolving drug, tissue plasminogen activator (tPA).
Traditionally used in blood clots in the
legs, this catheter was inserted through the
femoral vein (groin) and advanced
through the heart and into the pulmonary
arteries to dissolve the multiple clots.
“Treating a massive PE with this ultrasound catheter-directed thrombolysis
device shows great promise on how we
can treat similar situations in the future,”
noted Dr. Engelhardt. “Since Mr. Marks
had coronary artery bypass surgery three
weeks prior and had other co-morbidities,
this was the last remaining option to save
his life.”
Marks, 79 years old, came to the emergency room with acute chest pain and

extreme shortness of breath. Dr.
Engelhardt consulted with cardiologist Dr.
Stanley Bleich on treatment options and
they quickly ruled out surgery. Mr. Marks
was immediately transferred to the
catheterization lab to undergo the thrombolysis procedure.
The specialists saw immediate positive
results after administering the tPA through
the ultrasound device. Within six hours,
there was a dramatic decrease in the size
of the clot and a corresponding improvement in Mr. Marks’ symptoms. Eighteen
hours post-procedure, an echocardiogram
revealed the clot was totally gone.
Dr. Bleich, a principle investigator in the
early research of tPA (Genentech) said,
“The device was able to more effectively
administer the tPA due to the beneficial
effect of the ultrasound which increases
the effective surface area of the clot.”
The U. S. Surgeon General’s call to
action (2008) said recently that in the
United States it is estimated that deep vein
thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary
embolism (PE) affect an estimated
350,000 to 600,000 Americans each year
and incidence is expected to increase as
the U.S. population ages. At least 100,000
deaths are thought to be related to these
diseases each year.★
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Fitness

Secrets of fit people
By YVETTE DUSSOUY

Physically fit people…they
can seem intimidating. They
appear to have it all together
and the last thing you want to
do is approach one of them to ask about their fitness tips and tricks. They generally know a little bit
more about how to get the most out of their workouts and that’s why they look so good!
Yet, the secrets of physically fit people aren’t so
hidden after all. By following a few general guidelines, anyone can attain the health and aesthetic
benefits of physical fitness. Try to incorporate a
few of these exercise habits commonly used by fit
people.
Stay hydrated – If your body lacks water, then
your workout will feel harder and you’ll fatigue
faster. Drink plenty of water one to two hours
before beginning your workout then keep sipping
throughout and after your exercise session.
Listen to music– If you typically read a book or
magazine while trekking on the treadmill, try listening to music instead. New research from Brunel
University in London indicates that runners who
listen to motivational pop and rock music exercise
up to 15 percent longer than their non-music listening counterparts.
Plan ahead – Write a to-do list before beginning
your strength-training workout. Decide what muscles you want to work and what exercises you will

do to accomplish your goals. That way you won’t
waste time wandering around the gym. The alternative is to find an experienced fitness professional to do that for you.
Switch off – Most of us have one side that is
stronger than the other. For example, your right
arm or leg may dominate when doing exercises.
Do some single-arm and single-leg moves, such as
French curls or lunges, so that each limb gets
stronger independently, and one side can’t take
over.
Think positively – Researchers from Miriam
Hospital in Providence found that people starting a
fitness program are most likely to be working out
one year later if they believe in their ability to succeed. Adopt a can-do attitude, and you’ll be more
successful.
Work until fatigue – Instead of doing a certain
number of reps, continue an exercise until you
have completely exhausted the muscle. If you
always do 20 bicep curls, then your body will get
into a rut. Keep going with an exercise until you
have fatigued the muscle group, then switch to
another exercise.
Buddy up – If you find yourself skipping workouts, promising to no avail that you’ll get back on
track tomorrow, then find a workout buddy. The
accountability will get you to your session, even if
you’re tired or busy. And when someone else

★

comes along with a better offer – like drinks after
work – you’ll already have an appointment with
your fitness pal on the schedule, so you’ll be more
likely to keep your fitness commitment.
Do what you love – If you hate to run, then stay
off the treadmill. Research, from the University of
Nebraska-Omaha, documents that women who
enjoy their exercise activity are more likely to stick
with it. So pick a cardiovascular and strength-training routine that you enjoy.★
Yvette Dussouy, for over 15 years has owned and
operated the Kenner Jazzercise Fitness Center,
which has recently moved to a new location, 4228
Williams Boulevard. A certified instructor for over
18 years, Dussouy has been awarded Pacesetter
Elite status by Jazzercise, Inc. for the past ten
years. Dussouy can be reached at 464-4600 or
jazspot@aol.com. The Kenner Jazzercise Center
has classes early morning, morning, afternoon,
evenings and weekends – some include childcare.
This class schedule includes classes for the overweight through the very fit. For the complete
schedule visit www.jazzercise.com.

Banking

Financial spring cleaning
By GLENN DOTTOLO
Many of us go through a spring
cleaning process at home and
sometimes at work. Have you
thought about financial spring

cleaning?
The way to do this is to begin by organizing your different financial assets and liabilities. First, start with
your assets. List all of your checking accounts, savings
accounts, CDs, investment accounts, rewards points,
gift cards and gift certificates.
Your objective will be to reduce and consolidate your
checking accounts. You want to have as few accounts as
possible and you will want to ensure that you are earning the best rate of interest and paying little or no fees.
By reducing the number of accounts it will be easier to
keep up with what is going on in each one.
Everyone needs a savings account and sometimes it
makes sense to have several if each is used to save for a
specific purpose. If you have multiple savings accounts
be sure that each has a purpose and that you are not paying any monthly fees. If you have excess accounts, go
ahead and consolidate, ideally at the same bank where
you have your checking accounts. This will make you a
more significant customer and help you to get better
services.
The same thing applies to CDs. Consolidate with one
bank if possible and structure your maturities so that
they occur on a predictable basis, such as once a quarter or once every year. This will help you keep up and

will make your record keeping simpler.
If you have any rewards programs, this is the time to
consolidate them into one program. If you have multiple rewards programs it is all too easy to let the points
expire. It is also advisable to use all of your accumulated points on an annual basis. While it is good to save for
the future, rewards points tend to become less valuable
over time, so it is advisable to use them quickly.
Finally, with gift cards and gift certificates, if you
have any of these by all means make plans to use them
within the next three months. Unused cards and certificates are often lost and unfortunately businesses that
issue gift certificates can close or move. Treat these like
ice cubes in the sun, use them or lose them.
Once you have consolidated your accounts, organize
your old statements and shred all of the statements that
are over six years old. This is an adequate retention time
for old statements and will allow you to free up space
for things that you really need.
Spring cleaning is one of those tasks good for its own
sake. Your house will be better and your finances will be
better if you use this opportunity to clean up.★
Glenn Dottolo, manager of Gulf Coast Bank & Trust’s
Kenner Branch Office on Williams Boulevard, offers
twenty-five years of full service banking to his customers. Dottolo can be contacted at 565-3655. Visit
Gulf Coast Bank and Trust’s website at www.gulfbank.com.

We are a locally owned, independently operated,
family funeral home continuing a tradition that has
endured for 119 years! And we believe that makes a
great difference in the care, service and value your
family receives. If you ever have a question or would
like more information feel free to call or stop by.
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I can’t hit big league pitching

CHILDREN’S CASTLE • CANNES BRULEE NATIVE AMERICAN MUSEUM
MARDI GRAS MUSEUM • SCIENCE CENTER • HERITAGE PARK
PLANETARIUM AND MEGADOME CINEMA • THE TRAIN MUSEUM

MUSEUM HOURS: 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. – Tuesday - Saturday

Children’s Castle

501 Williams Blvd. • 468-7231
All performances are on Saturdays at 11:30 a.m.

Spring Time at the Castle!
May 2 – Storyteller Ms. Vee
presenting
“Stories of the World for Children of the World”
Take a trip around the globe and let your imagination soar
with stories from countries around the world.

May 9 – Irwin Royes
The World’s Smallest Magician
“Abracadabra Magic Show”
HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY
GIFT FOR ALL MOMS

May 16 – Porta Puppet Players
presenting
“BELLE’S BIRTHDAY VISIT”
Join Belle as she picks children from the audience to help tell
her story featuring Mrs. Potts, Chip, Lumiere and the Beast.

May 23 – Castle Closed
MAY 30 – Storyteller Frank Levy
presents
“Alice in Wonderland”

•

Cannes Brûlée Native American Museum
415 Williams Blvd. • 468-7231
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. – Tuesday-Saturday
May 16 – JERRY RATLIFF, SR.
Mississippi Choctaw
Traditional Tools, Weapons and Musical Instruments
Watch Jerry shape arrowheads and spearheads from stone like the Indians of Louisiana
and Mississippi did long ago. His tools and weapons are made in traditional styles, but
are made from a variety of stones from all over the country and world. Jerry also uses
natural materials to make traditional native musical instruments such as drums and rain
sticks. All of Jerry’s creations will be available for purchase.

May 23 – RON VERDUN
United Houma Nation
Alligator Garfish Scale Jewelry

Je we
av ai l r y
la
f o r s bl e
al e !

Ron creates jewelry using dyed alligator garfish scales and alligator
teeth and bones. Most of his necklaces and earrings are embellished
with gold, silver and semi-precious stones. Historically the Indians of
southeastern Louisiana used the sharp scales of the garfish as arrowheads. The bone
humps from the back of the alligator were used to scrape meat off of small animal hides.
Today garfish and alligator are still eaten by Louisiana’s Indian people who still find uses
for each part of the animal in appreciation for the gifts of Earth. Since arrows are no
longer used today some native artists use the scales to make jewelry.

Schedule subject to change without notice.

www.rivertownkenner.com

By ED CLANCY
This past March,
Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton
turned up redfaced about a red button she presented to
the Russian foreign minister in Geneva.
The button said “reset” in English and
“Peregruzka” in Russian. Clinton said the
gift “represents what President Obama
and Vice President Biden and I have been
saying and that is, ‘We want to reset our
relationship.’ And so we will do it together...We worked hard to get the right
Russian word. Do you think we got it?”
Clinton asked the foreign minister.
“You got it wrong,” he said. “This says
‘peregruzka,’ which means overcharged.”
That little episode reminded me that there
are certain jobs I would never want and do
not understand how some people handle
the pressure. The job in this case: translator. I can just imagine myself being an
official translator at the UN and royally
screwing something up that creates an
international incident. I definitely would
not like to be the person who messed up
the spelling of the Russian word for
“reset.”
Diplomatic translation isn’t the only job
in that field that’s rife with potential disaster. You don’t have to be Hillary Clinton
to botch these signs found in hotels
around the world:
In a Tokyo hotel: Is forbidden to steal
hotel towels please. If you are not a person to do such thing is please not to read
notice.
In a Paris hotel elevator: Please leave
your values at the front desk.
In a hotel in Athens: Visitors are expected to complain at the office between the
hours of 9:00 and 11:00 a.m. daily.
In a Japanese hotel: You are invited to
take advantage of the chambermaid.
Translator is just one of a long list of
jobs I do not want. I may desire them, but
I do not want them. Too much pressure.
A related job is proofreader. For three
years I worked in an ad agency creating
print advertisements. Creating the ads was
easy. Proofreading them nearly killed me.
I kept finding typos or graphics that were
out of alignment. I hated it. I just cannot
fathom being the proofreader for large
newspaper spreads for Macy’s or Rouses.
One goof on a price point and you’re
fending off angry customers. Although I
do a lot of video production, my least
favorite part is getting the screen titles and
credits right.
Then there’s a person we see every day,
the bank teller. I guarantee you I wouldn’t
be able to take the pressure. Bank holdups
aside, I would be more petrified of making a mistake in cashing a check that
would put my end of day balance out of

whack. My assumption is that tellers have
to make good on any money they are
short for the day. This isn’t waiting tables,
you know (although I wouldn’t do that job
either).
And talk about pressure, what about airline pilots? These people have to be really
good at what they do. Not only good, but
cool. We put our lives in their hands. One
day a headline says: “Fatal plane crash in
New Jersey.” Another day it says:
“Miracle on the Hudson.” Trust me, I
would be the pilot in New Jersey. The
challenge of being an airline pilot, or
someone who builds the planes, or the
cars we drive, makes being a proofreader
look inviting. At least if I spell someone’s
name wrong, no one will be killed.
Now we come to the mother of all pressure jobs.
When I was a kid, I was a semi-hero on
our little league baseball team. I was a
hot-shot first baseman and a decent home
run hitter. I never really aspired to being a
major leaguer, but over the years, as many
other young men have done while watching TV, I would fantasize about being up
there at the plate with men on base and
hitting the winning home run. It never
dawned on me that I could not do it. I
thought about how great it would be to
have the camera framing my face as I held
my bat aloft, ready to smack one over the
fence.
As I grew older and wiser, I realized
that there are only a tiny handful of men
who can make it in the major leagues.
Only a tiny handful who can hit big
league pitching. I finally figured out the
power and the timing it would take to hit
a ball whizzing 90 miles an hour past my
frozen, frightened face. Baseball is the
only profession where people who fail
seven times out of ten are regarded as
potential hall of famers. Failing to get a hit
seven times out of ten gets you a .300 batting average, which in turn can get you a
contract extension at the least.
At the beginning of my career in radio,
all of us who were on the air agreed: radio
is better than working for a living. It wasn’t brain surgery (another job where you
can kill people). I never worked in New
York, or Los Angeles, but always wondered if I could have. Could I have hit big
league pitching in radio and/or television?
I think I probably could have. Maybe
someday I will get the chance. After all,
it’s better than working for a living and
you don’t have to wear a helmet.★
Ed Clancy is host of “Jefferson
Journal” seen each week on Cox Cable
channel 6 in Jefferson Parish. Clancy can
be
reached
via
email
at
Edclancy2@aol.com.
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Latin American News
★
Census 2010, every
Hispanic must be counted
By RAFAEL E. SADDY
Every decade
since 1790, the U.
S. Census Bureau has conducted a constitutionally mandated census to determine the number of people living within the United States and its territories.
This data is used by our leaders to help
make vital decisions about community
services, to set boundaries of legislative
districts and in the distribution of federal funds.
Everyone in the U. S. must be counted – people of all races and ethnic
groups, citizens, residents or non-residents. The census is quick, easy and
confidential. It only has 10 short questions, can be completed in 10 minutes
and it is confidential. By law the Census
Bureau cannot share an individual’s
census questionnaire responses with
anyone, including other federal agencies, law enforcement and immigration.
Every Census Bureau employee with
access to your information is sworn for
life to protect your confidentiality and if
they violate this agreement they will
face severe penalties, including serving
time in federal prison and a fine up to
$250,000 or both.
It is very important that when census
workers knock on your door to cooperate with them by answering all questions for everyone living in the household, even non-residents.
The questionnaires will be available
in five languages, including Spanish.
Organizations and business are encouraged to serve as centers by donating
space to display a “Be Counted” box
with forms in appropriate languages.
The city of Kenner has created a
“Complete Count Committee,” a volunteer team that includes a cross-section
of community leaders and government
representatives. The CCC will help to
ensure an accurate 2010 Census count
by increasing awareness about the census, motivating the community to
respond and developing and implementing a plan designed to target the diverse

community in the city of Kenner.
Community announcements and
events
International Hospital for Children
(IHC): May 23 – The IHC, in partnership with several civic and cultural
organizations, will team up to celebrate
a “Festival for Healthy and Happy
Children.” It will be held on Saturday,
May 23, from noon until 10:00 p.m. at
Muss Bertolino playground on West
Esplanade Avenue
in
Kenner.
Contributions go directly to the care and
improvement of children’s lives at
home and around the world. For information or sponsorship, please call 3919205 or 834-2020.
Kenner Hispanic Resource Center:
4312 Florida Avenue. Numerous events
are being offered such as The Pro Bono
Project, a free legal consultation on civil
matters, an after school youth program,
ESL, bingo and Spanish classes among
others. For information call 469-2571.
Latin American Civic Association of
Louisiana (LACAL): May 8 – Relay for
Life planning event at Muss Bertolino
Park. For information call 464-4619.
Unidad Hispanoamericana: May 16
– Miss Unidad Hispanoamericana pageant and gala event, the “Election and
Coronation of the Queen.” This evening
gala will take place on Saturday, May
16 at 8:00 p.m. at the Crown Plaza
Ballroom in Kenner. Dance to live
music and a performance by a special
invited guest. For information and to
purchase tickets, please call 834-2020
or 235-3815.
I leave you with this thought: “Our
real values are expressed in our actions,
in what we do and how we do it!”★
Rafael E. Saddy is president of the
Latin American Civic Association of
Louisiana (LACAL). Email Saddy at
lacal1234@bellsouth.net.
Correspondence for LACAL can be sent
to P.O. Box 640284, Kenner, LA 700640284.

Relay for Life in Kenner
Muss Bertolino Playground
May 16, 2009 Beginning at 6 p.m.
Get a team, walk as a survivor, be a sponsor!
833-4024 or 1-800-ACS-2345
www.relayforlife.org
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Automotive

Some cool tips for hot traveling
By SCOTT ZIMMERMAN

Summer is on
the way. If you are
hitting the highways for a vacation this summer you should tune-up your
car and make sure it can withstand the
road.
It is important to maintain the proper
levels of fluids in your vehicle during the
hot months. Check the coolant, which
should be clear. It should be flushed and
refilled at least every two years or if it
becomes a rusty color. Before adding
coolant when it is low you should wait for
your car to cool down. Then add a 50-50
mix of water and coolant.
Another essential fluid you should pay
attention to before hitting the road is oil.
You can easily check the oil level with a
dipstick. Look at the color of the oil
because if it is black it is dirty and should
be replaced with new oil, which is translucent. Consult your vehicle’s owner’s manual, but oil should be changed every 3,000
miles or every three months, whichever
comes first. Make sure your oil filter is
replaced at the dealer recommended intervals, which is usually every 15,000 miles,
before taking vacation trips, too. A dirty

oil filter can reduce gas mileage and affect
your vehicle’s performance.
Brake fluid is another essential fluid
your car cannot do without because without it you could have big trouble on the
road. At all times brake fluid levels should
be within a quarter-inch from the top of
the reservoir.
What about power steering and automatic transmission fluid? You should
check your owner’s manual for the recommended levels. To add power steering
fluid, pour it very slowly and do not over
fill the reservoir. You engine should be
running, on level ground and in “park”
when checking the automatic transmission fluid level.
Windshield wipers are often forgotten
about until you find you need them in bad
weather. Replace them if they streak or
are cracked. Maintain the washer fluid
reservoir filled with a product made for
that purpose.
Checking tires is extremely important.
Inspect them periodically. Don’t wait for
trouble as your tires are daily taking a
beating on the pavement through potholes, construction zones and uneven
streets. Flat tires can happen to anybody at
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any time. The best way to be prepared is
to purchase a functional spare tire. It is
also good to own a tire gauge and a tire
pump.
Take the tire air pressure reading when
the tire is cool to avoid an inaccurate reading because air pressure increases when a
tire is heated up from driving. You should
also check the tires for wear and tear, any
chunks or nicks and inspect the tread
depth with a depth gauge. If you don’t
have one, use a penny inserted with the
president’s head turned into the tread.
Your tread wear is good if all or part of the
president’s head is covered. But if the
head is showing you should look into
replacing your tires due to tread wear.
A battery needs periodic inspection and
cleaning to enable it to perform as expected. Make sure the battery is clean and
properly secured. Look at the battery and
inspect for any leaks or cracks. Check the
battery terminals and clean any corrosion
with a wire brush dipped into a baking
soda and water solution. A battery near the
end of its warranty should be checked
with a cell tester. While you are at it, make
sure all your exterior lights, your headlights, emergency flashers, turning signals

For more information call Leisure Service - 468-7268 or 468-7284
or visit City of Kenner Website: www.kenner.la.us

1

Adult Programs: Paint for Fun, Watercolor, Line Dancing, Adv. Line Dancing, Body Workout in the P.M., Zumba in the A.M., Stretch & Tone in the A.M., Hatha Yoga, Tennis Lessons,
Tennis Leagues and more!
Children Programs: Day Camp, Kinder Camp, Teen Camp, Tennis Lessons, Karate, Gymnastics, Musical Theatre, Modeling, Baton Twirling, Science Camp, Hip Hop and much more!

Pontchartrain Center:
Pegasus Promotions
LiquidationSale
Noon-9:00 p.m.
(for info. 465-9985)

Pontchartrain Center:
Pegasus Promotions
LiquidationSale
11:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
(For info. 465-9985)

10

5

Rotary Club of New
Orleans International Airport 12:00
Noon @ Treasure Chest Casino
Glass Room(For info. Charles
Bryan 468-5413)

11
Rotary Club of New
Orleans International
Airport 12:00 Noon
@ Treasure Chest Casino Glass
Room(For info. Charles Bryan
468-5413)

Zoning Adjustment Meeting
in The Council Chamber for 6:00 p.m.

NATIONAL DAY OF PRAYER AT
KENNERS VETERANS
PARK FOR NOON

“Bottom Line Luncheon”
Piccadilly Cafeteria12:00 Noon
(For info. Barry Haindel 450-8198)

City of Kenner Council Meeting
in the Council Chamber of City Hall
for 5:00 p.m.

University Park Lions Club Meeting at
Kenner City Park Pavillion Corner of
Vintage & Loyola for 7:15 p.m.
(For info. 466-2033)

Kenner Rotary Meeting @Trauth’s
(For info. 464-7276)

6

14

“Bottom Line Luncheon”
Kenner Rotary Meeting
Piccadilly Cafeteria 12:00 Noon
(For info. Barry Haindel 450-8198) @Trauth’s (For info. 464-7276)

KPRD Karate Begins
(For info. 468-7268)

Kenner Central Lions
Club Meeting for 8:00 p.m.
@ 2114 Kenner Ave.
(For info. John Maher 466-8730)

Pontchartrain Center:
The Fight Guys
Brawling ‘n Nawlins
7:30 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
(for info. 465-9985)

Kiwanis Club of N. Kenner Radisson
Hotel @ Williams & Vets. 7:00 a.m.
(For info. 469-5352)

13

12

8

7

Kiwanis Club of N. Kenner
Radisson Hotel @
Williams & Vets. 7:00 a.m.
(For info. 469-5352)

17
Paw-ty at the Lake
The Pet People Party
11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
(For info. 468-7293)

Rotary Club of New Orleans
International Airport 12:00 Noon
@ Treasure Chest Casino Glass Room
(For info. Charles Bryan 468-5413)

18

KPRD Stretch n Toning in the A.M.,
Zumba in the A.M.,
Body Workout in the P.M., Shall We Dance,
Hatha Yoga in the P.M., Line Dancing
and Adv. Line Dancing Begin
(For info. 468-7268)

19
KPBA Meeting & Luncheon

20
“Bottom Line Luncheon”

Messina’s Restaurant
(For info. & Reservations
962-3930)

Piccadilly Cafeteria
12:00 Noon(For info. Barry
Haindel 450-8198)

Kenner Lions Club Meeting for
7:00 p.m.
at 2001 18th St.
(For info. & Reservations
464-1511)

University Park Lions Club Meeting
at Kenner City Park Pavillion Corner
of Vintage & Loyola for 7:15 p.m.
(For info. 466-2033)

21

Kenner Rotary
Meeting @Trauth’s
(For info. 464-7276)
Kiwanis Club of N. Kenner
Radisson Hotel @
Williams & Vets. 7:00 a.m.
(For info. 469-5352)

CITY HALL ............................... 468-7200
Brake Tag ................................. 468-4075
Children’s Castle ...................... 468-7231
City Park Pavillion .................... 468-6638
Civil Service ............................. 468-7219
Clerk of Court ........................... 468-7277
Code Enforcement ................... 468-6607
Community Development ........ 468-7588
Community Services ................ 468-7293
Complaints ............................... 468-4040
Council on Aging ...................... 468-7513

9

Council Office ........................... 468-7245

KPRD Leisure Service Summer
PROGRAM REGISTRATION
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.-Kenner Residents
Noon-2:00 p.m.-Non-Kenner Residents
(For info. 468-7268)

Cultural/Theatre ....................... 468-7221

Children’s Castle: Irwin Royes The
World’s Smallest Magician presents
“Abracadabra Magic Show”
(For info. 468-7231 Ext. 220)

Fine Art Gallery ........................ 468-7231

Food Bank ............................... 468-7220
Freeport Science Center .......... 468-7231
Finance .................................... 468-4052

Handicap Services ................... 468-7204
Humane Department ............... 468-7503
Insurance Department ............. 468-7233

15
Rivertown in Kenner’s
Music in the Park presents
Contraflow
at 6:30 p.m.
(For info. 468-7293)
Admission is FREE

HAPPY MOTHERS DAY
City of Kenner Council
Meeting in The Council
Chamber of City Hall
for 5:00 p.m.

2

Children’s Castle:
Storyteller Ms. Vee presents
“Stories of the World for
Children of the World”
(For info. 468-7231 Ext. 220)
Pontchartrain Center:
Pegasus Promotions
LiquidationSale
10:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
(For info. 465-9985)

Call 468-7268 or 468-7284 for more information.

4

Scott Zimmerman is the owner of
Scotty’s Tire and Automotive, Inc., a family-owned and operated full-service tire
and automotive shop, located at 4200
Williams Boulevard in Kenner. Store
hours are 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. on Monday
through Friday. Scotty’s website is
www.scottystireauto.com.

May 2009

KPRD LEISURE SERVICE DIVISION SUMMER 2009 PROGRAM REGISTRATION
Saturday, May 9, 2009 at Fassbender Center
Kenner Residents 10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. and Non-Kenner Noon-2:00 p.m.

3

and back tail lights are working properly.
Take care of any that need to be replaced.
It’s a good time to make sure any filters,
belts and hoses are in the proper condition
to avoid them breaking on the road in the
summer heat. You don’t want to be on the
road with any worn, frayed, split, bulging,
brittle or cracked belts or hoses. If any
hoses or belts are soft, sticky or oil-soaked
they are in dangerous condition and
should be replaced. Test the tension on
belts and tighten loose clamps that could
jar loose.
Driving on the highways on a vacation
can turn into a nightmare if something on
your vehicle fails. If you take the little
time before leaving to take preventative
care you will hopefully avoid mishaps
and save time and money along the
way.★

Children’s Castle:Porta Puppet Players
present “Belle’s Birthday Visit”
(For info. 468-7231 Ext. 220)

Leisure Services ...................... 468-7268

Cannes Brulee Native American Museum:
Jerry Ratliff from the Mississippi Choctaw
presents Traditional Indian Tools, Weapons
and Musical Instruments
(For info. 468-7231)

Mayor’s Office .......................... 468-7240

American Cancer Society Relay For Life
at 6:00 p.m. @ Muss Bertolino
(For info. call 1-800-ACS-2345)

Personnel Department ............. 468-7207

23

Pontchartrain Center ................ 465-9985

Cannes Brulee Native
American Museum:
Ron Verdun from the
United Houma Nation presents
Alligator Garfish Scale Jewelry
(For info. 468-7231)

Purchasing Department ........... 468-7261

16

Louisiana Wildlife Museum ...... 468-7231
Mardi Gras Museum ................ 468-7231

Museum Welcome Center ....... 468-7231
Museum Administration ........... 468-7231
Native American Village ........... 468-7231

Planning Department ............... 468-7280
Police Department ................... 712-2200

22
Rivertown in Kenner’s
Music in the Park presents
Bag of Donuts
at 6:30 p.m.
(For info. 468-7293)
Admission is FREE

Public Works Department ........ 468-7515

Recreation Department ............ 468-7211
Saints Hall of Fame Museum ... 468-7231
Science Complex ..................... 468-7231
Space Station Kenner .............. 468-7231
Times Picayune ....................... 467-1726
Toy Train Museum ................... 468-7231

24
/
31

26
25
Rotary Club of New Orleans
International Airport 12:00 Noon
@ Treasure Chest Casino Glass
Room(For info. Charles Bryan
468-5413)
All City of Kenner Offices are Closed

Planning & Zoning Meeting
in the Council Chamber
of City Hall for 7:00 p.m.

27

“Bottom Line Luncheon”
Piccadilly Cafeteria 12:00 Noon
(For info. Barry Haindel 450-8198)
Kenner Central Lions Club Meeting
for 8:00 p.m. @ 2114 Kenner Ave
(For info. John Maher 466-8730)

Kenner Rotary
Meeting @Trauth’s
(For info. 464-7276)

28

Kiwanis Club of N. Kenner
Radisson Hotel @
Williams & Vets. 7:00 a.m.
(For info. 469-5352)

29
Rivertown in Kenner’s
Music in the Park presents
Chee Weez
at 6:30 p.m.
(For info. 468-7293)
Admission is FREE

30
Children’s Castle:
Storyteller Frank Levy presents
“Alice in Wonderland”
(For info. 468-7231 Ext. 220)

Traffic & Engineering ............... 468-4007
Wastewater Operations ........... 468-7292

For FIRE 467-2211
Police and Emergencies
Dial 911 or 712-2222
Red Cross 833-8565
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Health

Ochsner’s
electronic
medical
records
link
entire
system
By PAOLO ZAMBITO, R.N.
Forget the pen
and paper, the doctors at Ochsner
Medical CenterKenner are surfing
the Ochsner Clinical Workstation,
Ochsner’s electronic medical records system, also known as OCW. This is good
news to patients, as all of Ochsner’s
patient information – whether you see a
doctor at the Jefferson Highway campus,
in Baton Rouge or at OMC-Kenner – is
linked throughout the entire Ochsner
Health System. Additionally, this information is backed-up daily on the Ochsner
mainframe instead of being stored in
paper files.
“Electronic information has many
advantages over paper storage,” explains

★

Dr. Lynn Witherspoon, system vice president and chief information officer at
Ochsner. “OCW is more readily accessible to physicians; its accuracy can dramatically reduce hospital errors, and in the
event of a major disaster, such as
Hurricane Katrina, the information is
more secure.”
Following Katrina, many New
Orleanians scrambled to locate their paper
medical records, only to find that they
were lost due to flooding. However, nearly all of Ochsner Health System’s 300,000
patients found their medical records safe
and easily accessible thanks to OCW, and
they were able to access them at any
Ochsner location throughout southeast
Louisiana. This was particularly useful
since Baton Rouge received such a large

number of New Orleans evacuees.
Another aspect that makes OCW
unique is that patients are profiled from
birth to end of life instead of by specific
medical events, such as stroke or heart
attack. This format allows Ochsner physicians to easily identify historical medical
information to treat patients more effectively.
Physicians are also very pleased with
the technology’s ability to eliminate misread prescriptions, its automatic tracking
of drug allergies, and its methods to easily monitor patients with chronic diseases.
“If a patient is already taking several
medications, we can instantly tell if a new
drug will counter-effect any of those prescriptions, which can be crucial in an
emergency situation,” explains Dr. Joe

Guarisco, system chief of emergency
services for Ochsner Health System.
OCW double-checks physicians by using
the latest drug interaction and chronic disease tracking information.
Overall, Ochsner’s electronic medical
records remove a lot of the busywork,
improving communication between
physicians and patients, which results in
better care for the patient.
Paolo Zambito, R.N., is chief executive
officer at Ochsner Medical CenterKenner and has served in this role for four
years. Zambito has been at the Kenner
facility for over 18 years. For more information contact OMC-Kenner at the corner of West Esplanade and Loyola Avenue
in Kenner or call 468-8600.

Tourism

Cheering competition enjoyed Kenner experience
By SHARON SOLOMON
The third annual Georgia competed. They brought three
National Cheer different teams from the level of beginner
N a t i o n to advanced. Even though there were
Competition held about 100 people attending the event
at
the from Georgia, their group had far less of
Pontchartrain Center on April 3, 4 and 5 a crowd watching than the rest of the
drew the largest crowd that organization teams. The smaller amount of Georgia
has ever seen. David Yates, president and visitors could not come close to matching
chief executive officer of CheerNation the loudness of the other teams’ supportsaid, “We have always loved coming ers as they cheered for their own teams in
back to Kenner since we started in 2005 the stands. But when the Georgia teams
but this year takes the cake. The finished their competitions and everyone
Pontchartrain Center was packed. We had noticed they had less supporters, it was
something new this year by adding ven- heartwarming to see the rest of the crowd
dors. In this time of economic recession, rise up and cheer loudly for their Georgia
we didn’t see any effects of that in competitors to make them feel welcome.
Kenner. Children and families were lined Way to go cheerleaders! What a great
up to buy t-shirts, stuffed cheerleading example of good sportsmanship!
Renee Hathaway, director of sales and
bears, food and drinks.”
A really great moment I experienced at marketing of CheerNation, also worked
the competition was when the teams from the competition as a judge. Renee said,

“One thing that particularly struck me
this year was the high level of sportsmanship exhibited by the teams participating
in the event. As usual we enjoyed our
time here and we really look forward to
coming back for our 2010 competition
and working with the Kenner Convention
and Visitors Bureau and the Pontchartrain
Center again.”
We look forward to having
CheerNation back, too.

I do hope every mother has a wonderful Mother’s Day, and happy spring to
all.★
Sharon Solomon is the marketing director for the Kenner Convention and
Visitors Bureau, located at 2100 Third
Street in Rivertown. Sharon Solomon can
be reached at 464-9494, via email at kennercvb@aol.com or at www.kennercvb.com.

Edward Nikolaus, Jr.
Owner

Hispanic Chamber of Commerce meets

Over 25 Years Experience • Works With Any Insurance Company • Lifetime Warranty

WORLD CLASS COLLISION AND DETAIL CENTER
2835 Virginia Street • Kenner • 467-7775

DON’T THINK DIGGING IN
THE DIRT IS RIGHT FOR YOU?
LET US AT

LYNNE DIMM’S NURSERY, LLC
Shown are Rafael Saddy, president of Latin American Civic Association
of Louisiana and chairman of the Kenner Planning and Zoning Board;
Emilio Peralta, Chamber Board member and representative of
LaFabulosa AM 830 Radio; Lucy Chun, real estate broker and representative of the Asian-Louisiana Chamber of Commerce; Susan Loehr, president of Loehr Financial Services; Mike Quigley, Kenner Deputy CAO, and
Ben Zamora, Hispanic Chamber Board member and head of Zamora
Financial. Mayor Muniz spoke to the group about economic development efforts underway in Kenner and how business interests can directly access support from the city to start new businesses in Kenner and
how to expand businesses already in the city.

give your house a face lift.
Renovate your curb appeal using, colorful flowers, leafy green trees,
natural mulches and sweet smelling shrubs.

Call Lynne at 468-5467 today!
34 years experience – licensed & insured
We do weeding, trimming and colorful bedding plants.
27 West 27th Street • Kenner, LA
HOURS: M-F 8-3

•

SAT 9-12

•

SUN By Appt.

30 MAY 2009
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Flood insurance
(continued from page 1)

just regulate construction to minimum
national standards. The goals of the
CRS are to reduce flood losses, facilitate accurate insurance rating and to
promote awareness of flood insurance.
Participating in the CRS allows a
community’s flood policyholders to be
eligible to receive insurance premium
rate reductions. The discount rate is
based on the community’s classification level. There are currently approximately 1,200 communities that participate in the CRS. There are 39 of
these communities in Louisiana.
Chiro said there are 10 CRS classes,
with Class 1 being the highest. All
communities start out as a Class 10.
After the first year in the program,
communities are eligible to apply for a
higher classification. There are 19
creditable activities that a community
can participate in. Each activity
awards points, which is what is used
to determine a community’s classification. Kenner has participated in the
CRS since 1992.
“We are currently at a Class 8 classification,” Chiro said. “There are
presently 16,302 flood policies in

effect in Kenner. Flood policyholders
that own property in a special flood
hazard area currently receive a 10 percent reduction in flood insurance premiums. Properties that are located in
non-special flood hazard areas receive
a five percent reduction in flood policy premiums. This equates overall
citywide to a savings of $1,213,947 in
flood insurance premiums paid by
property owners.”
Mayor Ed Muniz said that in recent
years, Chiro and his staff have made a
diligent effort to improve the city’s
classification. He praised their efforts
which have proved successful in
obtaining the new classification. “Our
participation in the CRS at times
involves numerous code enforcement
personnel who collectively work to
ensure that we are complying with the
requirements of each activity that we
participate in,” said Muniz.
Chiro said Kenner will become only
the fourth community in the state to
achieve this status. There are no communities in the state that have a classification higher than a seven.
“This means that flood policyhold-

ers owning property in a special flood
hazard area will now receive a 15 percent reduction in flood insurance premiums and those policyholders in a
non-special flood hazard area will
continue to receive a five percent
reduction in flood insurance premiums,” Chiro added. “This will now
equate to an overall premium savings
of $1,800,000 citywide. Our Class 7
status will be effective May 1. All
flood policies purchased or renewed
after May 1 in which the properties are
located in a special flood hazard area
will receive the higher discount rate.”
Chiro praised several people on his
department’s staff who worked on the
verification visit:
Linda Ryan is the insurance services
office specialist that conducted our
five-year cycle verification visit. The
five-year cycle verification visit is
basically a very in-depth audit of a
community’s program. At that visit the
ISO Specialist verifies that activities
are being implemented and requests
an enormous amount of appropriate
documentation; and in Linda Ryan’s
case, she made suggestions and

encouraged me to implement additional activities so that we could
attain the required amount of points
needed to move to a higher class.
Ann
Theriot
with
Meyers
Engineers has assisted us for many
years. She helps assemble documentation when required and also coordinates the outreach projects we are
required to perform.
Kelly and Nancy Ladner with KTV produced a “Town Talk Show”
which featured Kenner’s participation in the CRS. We were awarded
additional points as a result of televising the show and will continue to
do this on an annual basis.
Finally, several staff members
who have had important roles in the
ongoing implementation of this program include Dana Fink, Lorraine
Travasos,
Patricia
Borland,
Maurice
Price
and
Andrew
Porrazzo.
Chiro cautioned flood insurance
buyers after May 1 to make sure
they are receiving the higher discount. The discount rate is stated on
all flood policies.★

ing, cheerleading, arts and crafts,
karate and sports. The camp's hours of
operations will be from 9:00 a.m. to
3:00 p.m. Mondays through Friday.
Pre-care and after-camp care will also
be available. The camp will also have
access to Rivertown attractions like the
Mardi Gras Museum, Kenner Heritage
Park and the Freeport McMoran
Science Complex.

“We’ll have an Olympics day, a
treasure hunt day, a luau day, an
“American Idol” day and much more,”
said Coleman. “We’ll also have surprise guests, including film and television actors, musicians, football and
basketball players and professional
cheerleaders visiting the campers.”
Coleman said Hollywood South
Studios’ main business is training

adults who want to work in motion pictures and television production. The
company also has a division that produces acting workshops for adults and
teenagers.
Coleman said Kenner residents and
city employees who want to find out
about available discounts for children
campers or more information about the
camp can call 913-3297.★

Summer camp
(continued from page 1)

for hundreds of children,” said MarySharon Howland, director of community services for the city.
Windy Coleman, director of
Hollywood South Studios, said that
besides offering programs in acting,
music and singing for children interested in the arts, the camp will also provide an inflatable water park, magic
shows, yoga and fitness training, danc-

Cao
(continued from page 1)

Family Owned & Operated

BREAKFAST, LUNCH
& CATERING
COFFEES & PASTRIES
See menu at www.caffelatteda.com
Call ahead for takeout!
Mon-Sat 6:30 AM - 6:00 PM • Sunday 7:30 AM - 6:00 PM
(Kitchen closes at 3:00 p.m. daily)
5860 CITRUS BLVD. (corner Dickory) HARAHAN
818-0051 818-0053 (Fax)

voted unanimously to offer the new
congressman some unused office space
at the Community Services Department
so he or his staff can meet with Kenner
constituents a couple of days a week.
This marked the first time a member of
Congress representing any part of
Kenner would have an office in the
city.
Although Representative Bobby
Jindal, R-Kenner, lived in the city
before he became Louisiana’s governor, his closest office was on Causeway
Boulevard in Metairie.
The congressman and his director of
constituent services, John Tobler, met
with Mayor Ed Muniz; city CAO
Michael S. Yenni and Deputy CAO
Mike Quigley at City Hall and made
brief stops at Laketown and the west
return wall. Then the group went to
Rivertown to view the Community
Services quarters where his new office

would be.
While there, they received a presentation from Kenner Inspection and
Code Enforcement Director Keith
Chiro regarding FEMA’s federal flood
maps and how they will affect flood
insurance rates.
Mayor Muniz said Cao was pleased
with the positive response he received
regarding the office space. “I feel the
city’s action will help foster closer
cooperation between the city and federal governments and citizens will take
advantage of the available federal services they can obtain in our own community,” he said.
“It’s good that the congressman now
has a clear idea of the flood prevention
efforts underway on this end of his district and of the needs of his Kenner
constituents. I look forward to working
with Congressman Cao,” said Mayor
Muniz.★
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Boxing
(continued from page 1)

instruction is very high. What has
impressed me the most is that Paul
Whittaker and Johnny Powell aren’t
just putting kids in the ring to see who
is the best. They’re spending hours in
individual and group instruction on the
fundamentals and fine points of boxing,
wrestling and mixed martial arts. I hadn’t realized what a great cardio-vascular workout the kids get from boxing
workouts. A kid hits the heavy bag for
20 minutes and jogs for 20 minutes and
they’re covered with perspiration.”
LaBella says that’s the whole idea.
“We’ve got some kids out who are real
prospects for amateur boxing, wrestling
and mixed martial arts,” he says. “But
what most of these kids are going to get
out of this program are some concepts
of self-defense and exposure to a regimen that will keep them fit for the rest
of their lives if they follow it.”
Whittaker says a young person who
hits the heavy bag for 20 minutes and
jogs for 20 minutes every day for a
week will begin to see positive changes
in their body and the development of
muscles they didn’t have previously.
“But,” he says, “if they follow this routine for the rest of their lives, they’ll be
one fit man or woman.”
Powell, who has trained boxing
champions for almost four decades,
says the Kenner program is one that he
dreamed of offering young people for
years. “Not every kid who comes in
here is destined to win a Golden Gloves

championship,” he says. “But we love
the kids and we’ll teach them the fundamentals of self-defense, whether it be
boxing, wrestling or mixed martial arts.
The most important thing is that a kid
who sticks with us will be physically
fit, better coordinated than they’ve ever
been in their lives and able to run at top
speed for an hour or more. Some of our
best students are kids who have never
been thought of as great athletes, but
they have the will to learn, work hard,
develop muscles and self-esteem. If
they stick with us for a summer, their
parents will think they’ve gone through
a transformation.”
La Bella says the most touching
aspect of the program has been the boys
who have come to him, Whittaker and
Powell to say that before entering the
program, they hung out on the streets.
“They said this program has given
them a place to be,” said LaBella.
“That’s the whole idea. That was what
Mayor Muniz envisioned in the first
place.”
Marroccoli said registration is currently is being accepted for the programs at the Woodward Gym from 4:00
p.m. until 6:00 p.m. and then at the
Wentwood Adult Complex once the
program moves to its permanent location. There is no fee for Kenner residents however non-residents are
charged a nominal fee. For more information call the Kenner Recreation
Department at 468-7211.★

Outstanding city of Kenner
employees named for March

Kenner Mayor Ed Muniz presents recognition certificates for jobs
well done to Jamie Hastings (left) and Diane Plauche. Hastings,
a senior secretary in the city administration, was cited for her
years of outstanding service to her job and the city and her willingness to handle a variety of difficult assignments involving
research, information gathering and production of documents
and reports. Plauche, manager of the Kenner Food Bank, was
recognized for her efforts to provide a seamless system of food
distribution to the city’s needy clients, help build public awareness about the food bank’s needs and services and raise funds
to help support food bank programs. The presentations were
made during a recent meeting of city department heads and
senior staff.

24-HOUR ELECTRICAL SERVICE

BELLCO ELECTRIC

Sewerage mess
(continued from page 1)

neighborhoods.
The old station had a flow capacity
of 785 gallons of sewerage effluent per
minute. The new station has a capacity
of 1,200 gallons a minute. The new
station has two 20-horsepower pumps.
The old had two 15-horsepower
pumps. The old station’s eight-inch
force main was replaced by a 10-inch
force main.★

Tea Parties
(continued from page 5)

only the first step, as the pressure and
the vocal opposition to big government must continue. Taxpaying patriots must start getting engaged in
every aspect of our political system.
We need to stop the forward march of
government at every opportunity. The
road to socialism is not a path that
this country can afford to take.
In fact, we must step up our efforts
to get ready for the next round of
elections in 2010 and make sure that
we turn around this ship of state and
start moving toward constitutional
principles, the ones that were so eloquently outlined by a group of vision-

aries called the “Founding Fathers.”★
Jeff Crouere is a native of New
Orleans and his Louisiana based television
program,
“Ringside
Politics,” airs at 7:30 p.m. on
Fridays and at 10:00 p.m. Sundays
on PBS television station WLAE-TV,
Channel 32, and from 7:00 a.m. until
11:00 a.m. on radio station WGSO
990 AM in New Orleans and the
north shore. Crouere is a political
analyst for WGNO-TV ABC26. Visit
Crouere’s website at www.ringsidepolitics.com or email Crouere at
jeff@ringsidepolitics.com.

Residential • Commercial

LA License #28613

panels at grade. The pumps, the wet
well and other items are hidden under
the sidewalk and street.
Muniz said Prat Reddy, Kenner’s
deputy CAO for Public Works, plans
for all the city’s new sewerage lift stations to follow the model of the Holly
Heights station by presenting an underground profile to the public with as little visible intrusion into adjacent
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KENNER ST★R
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468-3474
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